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J1 I 
M. Ra isa 
q_>::fERf, 'CE (IF APP ,IC ABLE) 
DEPT & GROUP 
695-321 
CSM AOH VOLUME 2 
BM'IC OR CHA GE DATE PAGE NO. TIME, fARA, OR S'T' ·P NO. 
20 Janua :960 5-1 2 .2.6 ______ .,__ __ -=:;...;;... _________ ..:..;;;;:.:..;;.. _______ --t 
n ~ ..:!xact handbook wordi ng)· 
Change S malftmction procedure as indicated b. attached copy. 
~o 
Changes have been made/\procedure # 3111/- & / CL,. 
Note: '!his change has not been inco;rporated in the 20 January 1969 is e 
of SM2A-0.3-SC104-( 2) • 
Ci/F'Al/;~.S Coo~OIN~'TEO W/11-/ ,.,,/?fJC'IJ S/7 , .FEOt'J 
~F~ 
·ew diagram incorporates changes generated during final update e ·ew 
held 28 January 1969 with J. Swigert . Subsequent changes were coordinate 
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4 Inflow caused 





cop and 1.tow, 
Connect fie.- ho~ to 
-,1,t" H2() \f'en' line. 
C'-i.an_ge Date _________ _ 
I 
REMARKS 
0 ·~.,..trt,~•ar- tuwnl'C't 
•cc:v-ai.,.., i::ir.:,.. ....... ...--.-
............. ;)lt'"e>.~':I'- •• 
., .. ,__ ,illt...-r. ➔,.... 
'0 ~10,0,,~·---Q'"C.~ 
·orilo H- .:i"'C'. ".:; !,~ 
opobi !_., .._~•,"~-S ...,.,,..~• I 






Allow 'J hrs Fe,, ...... 
lif'ote, ..,~,o•io, • ()ri•n• 
CW C,.., ,.,"1"'""1r\-.Wll!'rr,al 
P1'°i'lt:-,i ....... ~,:lf' 
(-Y .. z) 1,, .i11--p1 to -::·t><:H 
n1oboblt1 '"" bl~.-:~ 
S?Ofe UT ~c•o•f'r MIY 
,towNf in R 1 
Pb,ttandir~ " ~nl iwlt-ch "'IVSt 
be cycled to .Q.Ff Md bxlt m 
~LQ.t!Jl_Q"#J ony•imc C ~ 
ot•itvdt- exc('f"<b W to •~•• 
'h• ottih,d• control r•la,. 
Ventilorioo 0voiloble Of'llv tw 
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SPACE DIVISION oF NORTH AMERICA\: ROCK". SLL CORPORATI-.JN 
PRO POSED SPACECRAFT OPERATION A L PR OCED URE S CHANGE 
REFERENC E (IF APPLICAB LE) DA TE 
S 2-3-69 
[NIT [A n:n 13'( DEPT 8,. GROUP SC EFFECT I VIT Y 
106 & Saa 
SUSPENSE DATE 
K .. 6 21 
CSM AOH VOLUME 2 
3C BASIC OR CHANGE DATE TIME, PARA, OR STEP NO • 
2) J . 2., 
DETAIL CHANGE (Use exact handbo ok wording): 
Olang• BCS mal.tunct.ion proced.UNa a■ 1ndioated 'b7 at.taohed copie■ • 
.,,-
Chaqu haft bNll made to th• tollowia& a,mptc,mar • • • • 21a, ~and~. 
q,.., !fl 
Kote: 'ftlia change hu not be& incorporated 1D the 3) Jaau.J7 1969 1••• of 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2). 
REASON: 
New cli&grama incorporate oha.npa generated dur:lq final upcl&te review held. 
28 January 19'9 with J. 8wiprt. 
DISPOS ITI ON 
DAT E 
□APPROVED 
NAS A (SIGNATURE AND TITLE) DATE 
D DIS APPRO VED 






<39 psi or 



















Gty disch sec press 
press compatible 
with indicated gly 
oCcumqty? 
NO 
5 GLY DISCH SEC 
PRESS INST OR 
ACCUM SEC QTY 
INST FAILURE 
l • H20 QTY 
I ND SW - Yi8.ilE. 
Waste H20 qty 
zero? 
YES 
5 . PRESS RELF 
se - OFF 
o Hi() QTY IND 
SW - POT 
Deer stops? 
YES 
l . POT H2O 
Water temp incr? 
NO 
1-.:....-.t~,pot qty full? 
NO 
4 GAS IS 
HYDROGEN 
SM2A- 03-SCl 04-(2) 




SE: GL Y AC CUM 
Q·,y DECREASING 
Deer stops? 
14 o PRESS RELF _,__~ 
2 Isolate pot tk 
• POT TK IN vlv -
CLOSE 
o HiQ QTY IND 
SW -£.QI 
• Draw off l qt 
H20 (water gun") 
Pot qty deer 5%? 
YES 
3 • SEC COOL 
L...c:_....r-:P::-:UMP - redundant 
~ ---
Gly disch sec press 
incr? 







7 • RAD SEC 
HTR - Qff (H gly 
pump d P<20) 
• Reduce elec 
loads 







Disch press and cecum qty 
semor powered by ch ECS 
SEC COOL XDUCERS (2) 
(MDC-5). 
With glycol pJmp off, glycol 
discharge pre:uure should 
equal 1/ 4 occvmulotor 
quantity. 
Incoming fuel cell water 
will still poss through this 
leak. 
This foi lure is not serious 
and will result in opproxi-
mote ly eqi;ol quantities 
being maintained in potable 
and waste water tonks, 
Water evaporators con be 
used by periodically opPning 
the waste tank inlet valve 
for approximately 2-3 minutes 
until the evaporator wid s 
ore saturated. Water line 
leakage wi II occur during 
these periods. 
G) Monitor cabin humidity. 
G) 
Check for water in CN. 
System is usable. Quontity 
gaging copabi lity is 
compromised, 






L~ ! M ovr.o 
r,11Mr N,Jr 
t>R AI N ING 
rJla.. 
INADEQUATE 






LAN DI NG 
Basic Dat e 
9 Cha nge UT S 
Recv r A s~y 
fO 
YES 
SMZA-03 - SC 104 - (2) 
A POL L O O PERATION S HA NDB OOK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
lJ,t' o th ,.1 Ul ~ 't'I '> 
NO 
12. 
e liemO"~ Q -D p·lug or:-
tl ex hose & stow. 
• . Remove wo_ste H20 
ovbd dump~nc Q- D 
cop a nd stow . 
• Connect fl'!x 'hoso to 
wa ste Hi() vent I ine. 








RE MAR KS 
• ·" ,., .•.... , _,,. ·~· '·. 1•::,r s ,ot1Af<.-I\ 
hr.•;, :· r, •"'"' .~ -.-,.,,..., p 
, ... ~~: IF f"'"' ' f••• ,• 4 • <f . • 
.:-f I',. S f\-N e,d11r ,.s 
fp ..:ol sloroge v ent o ncl woter 
tariks H2 and 0 2 blee-d 
COfX!bility lost, ",.'-~s \A//4,S, c! H w 
V~NT LrNE IN-rr!fl.(oN E:;C T E,i) 
Allow 2 hn fo r ...... 
heate r o peration. Or ie nt 
CSM for max imum ex ternal 
heat on ....... noz zle 
(- Y - Z) in attempt to c lear 
proboble ice b lock . 
Spare UTS rece iver ossy 
stowed in R- 11 , 
Post land ing vent switch must 
be cycled to O FF and bock to 
HIGH (LOW) anyt ime CM 
attitude ex ceeds 60° to reset 
the attitude contro l relay . 
Vent ilation available only by 
openi ng either hatch . 
SM- 2A-1667F 
Pag e ______ _ 




/1 ' C •7 " l 
f-' fJ :..., -· c) i.,.v 
• f2EJt t 0 1/E WA ~ -r-t. f-1 ~ 6 
{JJ B () [)0'/AI' L 1lvL c.;o 
C II P /l {) b 5 To u.) I 
• /lo, ;,, .. ,· ·r c-LE ·/ ·-:'r(:;..· L A.,.J/\.''-- -- , 1 1 t , ~~-
/tl vUrt- .s TL //z...a V E1....,'T ; 
J~11LJE. 'i)-/ ! T // ~ 1~ ,.l / ,'... 
F, LTe:_£. 1,.J tJE7 ,.,_,~,:·.v. 
(iJ B,:j·t ~'r:.,c·. y t/c,..)7 CAfJl)f ;L; Ty L..·o.s 7 ij,1./Lc:ss 
u I? 1-Ut: f)u Ml> LI VE. L ;<..; 7612.C..J!J,,VA/c:..~:: Tt.:£J 
SPACE DIVISION or· NORTH AMERICA:\" ROCK'; :~LL CORPORATION 
PROPOSED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL PRC)CEDURES CHANGE ------~---,-:-:-----------, REFERENCE (IF APPLICABLE) DATE 
DEPT & GROUP SC EFFECTIVITY 
SC BASIC OR CHANGE DATE 
DE 
Qleaae ICI IIAl.hnel.i• ~ •• illdleat«t bJ' at.t.Mlaecl oaplea. 
aa-.- Ja&w bee m4e to tJae tollONtag ~• la• 6, '• 11&, 12, 14, U,, 
16• l.7, 19• 21., 22. aJ, SSl,.l all&l ID-~ ~o I 2.C A,e.,t.e/ ~'- •• 
RE ASON: 
.1 00:c,,,,c;-n ··"·-'-•~~('c,. 
; ' • ~,~ ~ ~.:.·; ?='.2 -~ !) 
I· ..__. 
I I D APPROVED 
D DISAPPROVED 
DISPOSITION 
NR (SIGNATURE AND TITLE) 
.... 
























o/ l~~,. ;..... . $ 





Light oo if: 
lo 
> 1.0 lb/h, (of,., 
16 we time delay) 
o2 FLOW HIGH 
>0.'5 lb/h, 
Basic Date 
PORM 2Wl'•E NeW' 11•87 
o2 flow high? 
YES 
Light Is possible 
Indication of cabin 
17 • DEMAND 
REG ,el - Q£E 
0 2 flow deer? 
21 
• DEMAND 
REG sel - BOTH 
• REPRESSO~ 
CLOSE 
SMZA- 03-SCl 0". , - (2 ) 
APO LLO OPERATIONS nANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
NO 
19 • DEMAND 
REG sel • !Q.I!i 
• SUIT RETURN 
v lv - close (push) 
• Cleon screen (3) 
• SUIT, RETURN 









caused by open vlv 
YES 
27 
• H20/GL Y t------------1~ TK REG sel • QE!'_ 
L.....--~---' 
29 o EMER CABIN 
PRESS sel - Qff. 
NO 
30 • EMER CAB 







• H20/ GLY 
TK REG sel -..L 
• H20/GLY TK 





PRESS REG VLV 2 
OR RELF VLV 2 
FAILED OPEN 
32 Determine leak 
rote 
• DEMAND REG 
sel -Ql.E 
Hi cryo tk - surge 
tk tJ.P used to 
determine magni-
tude of leak rate 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Normal range 0. 25 to 0.45 lb/hr. 
G Continue with 02 Fk,w Hi pro-
cedure ood uu• C/W lt ood wree 
tonk bleed down m mdicotion of 
02 Aow. 
© Typical HI CRVO TK-SUiGE 
TK ,IP, 
100 PSI :::; 2.511/1,, 
150 PSI Z 3.S lb,A, 
400 PSI :::; 5. S ll,lh, 
0 Placing the MAIN REG A & 8 -
~ and noting a decreose 
in 02 flow will validate the sensor 
indication. 
0 Thi s action verifies that inadvert-
ently opened valve hos not caused 
increased 02 fiow. "'•WC'\rM 
,l,l t o,.. ~ '-•W JJl#/llf4', 
D"1R1tJ '1 C.a&u./ 
6 As C>li'N,~ IJtllJIL 
0 If leak is not isolated and 02 flow 
remains high, miuion time moy be 
extended by shutting off the main 
02 regulators, r&-opening them 
when neces.sory to maintain cabin 
pressure and for actuation of the 
cyclic accumulators . '1 T•W, e 
Placing the WASTE 
valve t ay prevent the 
c ,n relief valve from actuating. 
0 PRESS- TO-TEST operation may 
reseal leaky peel valve. 
SM-?k-158'.30' 









FLOW Vedfy 0 2 
LOW 1-.:...-.i FLOW Ind 














?ORM 299'7·£ New 11-87 
SM2A - 03-SC1 0 -i -(2 ) 
APO LLO OPERATIONS ; fANDBOOK ----------...------------. PROCEDURE 
NO 
44 
• SUIT HiO 
ACCUM AUTO -
= 





0 2 flow deer? 
CABIN PRESS HIGH 
OR INCREASING 





4 line obstruction 
check 




• SRG TK 02 v•-., -
OFF 
• DIRECT 02 vl-, -
OPEN (CCW) 
• Iner 62 flow "o 
0.95 lb/h, fo, 
45 sec 
0 2 flow ind 
remains at 1.0 lb/ +ir? 
YES 
Return fo 




OF 02 RESTRICT -
ORS, FILTERS, OR 
LINE 
An obstruction 
severely limits 02 
supply rote. Moy 
essentially lim it sup-
ply to that ovailable 
in CM (surge tk plus 
repress 02 tk) 
8 Reopen O v Iv 
• PLSS O2 vlv -
0 N (when surge 
tk deer to 500 psi) 
• SRG TK 02 vlv -
Qt! 





Remove) power from H20 
accumulator . 
H2O accumulator can be manually 
operated. 
Mox 02 bleed into wit loop will 
be O. 77 lb/nr (from which metobol ic 
uH and ~tn leakoge will be token). 
Thi, foiltJro OQo, not neafiklrliy 
proclud• manual opc,.,01lon ot the-
offectltd Hl<) oc:c:-vmvlotor, 
Cycling operation mo-1 free stickine 
val ve, 
Loss of electrical cyclic control of 
affected li2') occumukllt>f . 
Periodk mcna.m1 Yalve operat iOl'I 
the only means of~ Hp 
oca.:aA:loior. 
0 Normal range 0.25 - 0 . 45 lb/hr. 
0 /IASFN can distinguilh ber.rween thele two failures . 
SM-2A-1504E 
Page ______ _ 
SM2A-03-SC104 - (2) 




> 935 pli 
> 5.3 psi 
0 2 FLOW HI 
PROCEDURE 
0 2 (H2) CRYO 
PRESS HI 
8 Isolate r•preu 
02 tk{s) 






Cab pms stops Inc,? NO 
YES 
Use SUIT PRESS 
ind to estimate cob 
• REPRESS 02 
RE LF - clo,e (CC.W) 
Em•r 02 suppl~ 
preu deer? 
NO 
I S O LEAK 
BETWEiN MAIN 
REG AND 02 
FLOW SENSOR 
ciRBl~E~::~1~'bw -----+!~ind Verify cab pres~ i..c,c=.._~r- • Don PGA's 
SUIT PRESS Ind 
< 4.7 psi •CAB PRESS ind? 
NO 




Use highest cryo 1ank indication 
to Mtimote wrge tonk preuure. 
Cabin presJ~5.3 psi is normal 
1,1ftet insertiorC Normal range is 
4.7 to 5.3 psi. 
0 If 1t.1b1equent 02 mask ule is n&c:-




Fl LL. Exceulve 02 conwmption 
resu1ts. 
This step may re.quire conskfet'Qble 
time. 
MSFN con d istinguish between 
these two failures by reporting 
02 1ystem pr~ Ufl~. 
Maintain fully suited mode. Exces-
sive 02 consumption if cabin pres-
sure is maintained . The suit circuit 
~hould be purged to el iminate 
occvn,uloted H2 CJ5 follows: 
o, Period ic purge (every 6 hours) 
DIRECT 02 VLV - open (ful ly) 
for one minute then closed . 
b. After use of water gun for 
drinking, provided 02 supply 
permits. DIRECT02 vlv • open 
(fu ll y) for 8 seconds then closed. 
Moi:itoin clo5e position on leaking 
valve. Cabin pressure relief valve 
redundoncy lost. 
SM-2A-1505E 










Bas i c Date 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 




humidity wlll COU58 CO2 
filter ,welling. Check 
filten hourly for conhter 
clearance and replace 





10 Man htmp conh·.,I 
• CAB TlaMP - MAt-( 
• PRIM CAB TEMF 
vlv - HO¢C)V0 
as req to restore or COLO W ns 
comfort req to r .. tore 
ICS 
11 1 
ilillM OLY iVA, 
OUT HMP 1.QW 
ECS 
20 1 




SEC GLY DISCH 
P!!ESS LOW 
~~:i?p returns to I-N_O"""'""'c=:"ir1~,":."-'~'-,.-tu-,n-,·,-"-1---,1, __ ,_.,. __ .. 
normal? 
If cold: 
SUIT CKT HUMIDITY H1GH 
• CAB FAN (bo<h) - Qff (to ,top flow 
thru cold cab .,t exChT 
17 




• SUIT FLOW 
v lv - ..EWJ....f..!.Q 





SUIT FLOW VLV 
AND PGA 
l March 1968 
Check CO2 tapes. 
CO2 sensor may be 
inaccurate with 
dirty screen , 
Verify va lve 
positions 
• DEMAND REG 
sel-A.O.lti. 
• SUIT FLOW vlv 
(3) - .EbQYi 





e DON PGA11 
If hot: 
• Cool cab by nc cool loop 
or 
• Don PGA's 
or 
• CAB FAN (boj,) - OFF (to reduce flow 
thru hot cob ht exc~ 
PerfonTt suit dd 




IO BOTH MAIN 02 
REG FAILED CLOSED 
Change Date _2_0_J_un_e_l=9_6_8_ 
REMARKS 
0 If secondary glycol eystem 1■ 
flowing through cabin heat 
exchanger, temperature con-
trol h obtained by manually 
po■itioning secondary cabin 
temperature control valve. 
0 Cabin temperature change• 
are •low reacting. 
I1 uncomfortable condition i11 
■ evere, proceed directly to 
atep 10. 
0 Metabolic requir e m ent per crewman ia approx imately 
0.1 lb / hr. 
SM-2A-15060 










Sui t conipr 
AP ;zero? 
NO 
• Su5Pect SUIT 
COM PR l (o, 2) -
.off. 
Suit compr .1P drop.s 
to zero? 
• Redundaf'\t SUIT 
COMPl<-..ollm.::. 
note bus 
SM~A - 05-SC104 ·Z1 






If suited, wit com-
pressors may remain 
inoperative for no 
longer than onu 
:,\:~'':n; ~~!rt~i-
7 SUIT COMPR 
lJ • DEMAND 
REG sel - EOTH 
• H2O ACCUM 
(both) - O FF 




supply hose for flow 
(if in cobin rriode) 
Suit flow ? 
NO 
CESS IVE INTERNAL 
LEAKA GE 
IJ DEGRADED 





• WASTE ipr.c 
W I I t vlv 
·!!!!? \/Et4T 
If requ i red ~ -
toin CO2 <7.6 mm 
Hg: 
• DIRECT 02 vlv -
OPEN (CCW) a, 
,eq 
Change Dat e _________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Subs<-qurnt cun1preo1H1 r 
o p~ration v~rih~d by moni1or-
111g suppl y ho1>t> flow and 
humidity lev.-1. 
0 Pr,•~l,llft· f"llH,• O<:ross !hllt 
con1p rc :;sor i11 0. 36 po,1 1n 
,.;abin morlc (5, 0 psi) and 
0. 26 psi a, e1nurgcncy su it 
prt•s.su,·e (3. 75 p81) . 
Suit compr ,,1 P of 0, I psi will 
adequately sc rub c;i.bin air for 
uni.uitf'rl operation, 





0 Wi th this vt-nl open COz PP 
wilt r('m~rn < 7. I, mm Hg !or 1-
minuteB after con,pressors failt:~ -
0 Humidity and COz con t rol lost. 
lnadequa te suit vcnl1 la t1on 
ob tained by opening DIRF:CT 
02 VLV. PGAs will balloon 
up to 0 ,32 psi above cabin if in 
sui ted n,odA. Use t•merp,ency 
Oz masks if in cab ln mod€" 
sin~·e COz indicator inoper.\t1 v e. 
0 Sligh1l y ballooned .:an be 
v c rif ie<'i by th,· s uit· to-,abin 
AP i ndh.a1ur > zero . Cabin 
t o e uit tlP mai n t.t.in<:d at 2 . 5 
to 3. 5" H2o. 
0 Rct· ycltnj! valve 11',·v("raJ times 
n 1a)' co r r•·cl cxc<·5s•,·~ Oz flow. 
0 Leaking Oz demand r egulato r 
1s i.lil! ope r at ional and may be 
u s ed fo r dcpr('s~ur1 :r.cd c.i.bin 
mode. 
0 H _t O a t:cumula1ors maybe us ed 
manually for HzO removal 
with CXCC'SlilVe Oz usai,1;<> . 
SM- 2A- 1507E 




UNCOMFO RTA BLE 





~ight 0ii if: 
CO2 PP>7 .6 ,_. Hg 
1,.,r------..... 
CO, PART PIESS 
HIGI< 
>i .o .. Hg 
l.'I> COz ,All lltfSS 
LOW 
B ai;;ic Date 
PORM 299'H~: Ne w l HJ'/ 
SMZA- 03-SC l O ·L- (2) 
APOLLO OPF.H.ATTONS · i ANDBOOK 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
Vncon~cted high 
htmidity • ..,ill coose 
C0i filter swelling. 
~ filters hourly 
COi' conister clear-
ClfilC'e cmd reploce if 
,welling is suspected 
PROCED URE 
HI GH J Prim (sec) gl " 
1----IM",:'.'v'.:op out romp hi(ih 




Ve rify waste tk qty 





If CO2 PP 
increases >7.6mm 
Hg, go to shirt slee\le 
operation and use 
emerg 02 masks 
~Y..;E._S ______ •I• SUIT CKT H20 AC CUM ON-_.!., 
(or ..3) for 20 sec 
10 • SUIT H:z(l ACCUM 
UTO - ctr 
• SUIT Hf)ACCUM ON -
1 (or 2) for 10 sec. 
NOTE : Repeat several tlm1u 
at 1 minute Intervals 
02 flow pegs high when 
,witch ls actuated? 
fJ NO • .!. (OR~) 
NO 
NOTE: 02 FLOW Hl light moy come 
02 flow deer< l .0 lb/hr ofter ffl'J:it 
of 15 u ,c? 
• Polition CO2 cc.,-.io., 
dlv•rt•r ,,,Iv hal'lrli. 
:·~::~':,c%1~'t= j 
CO2 PPrc.od1na:, 
• ( I,~ con1, ,.,.. .i,, lf+i 
hlv"°'' CO2 ,.._,;"8 
17 Air in cyclic 
accumulator 
pre.,,ented normal 











Au ume1 SUIT FLOW RELF valve h 
OFF, 
Boc::kup CO2 tapes lhould be ~ed 
to confirm CO2 PP indication 
occurocy. 
0 Quantity verificotion is volid only 
if 02 flow rote is<0.45 lb/hr bi,-
fore te1t. 
/"i"\ A 81..oCl(f-i> w11~1ell~v 





CoA.J e,/..1./0E.O ,1,: rv~ 
wl).:,re JJ.~o 7'<1tvK..qr, 
w1:eE vER1r1et> 
PLJ(,I.. IA.I $7€.p 8 
0JM"ration is veriOe,d by 02 FLOW 
indicator pegging high within a ten 
minut. period. 
Operation of NO. 1 (o, 2} H2') 
accumulator moy ,till b. poulble. 
Tlils can be ... -,ifl•d by plocing 
H20 ACCUM I (or 2) valv• to 
MAN for 10 1ec ond theri OFF 
noting o high 02 flow while valve 
is in MAN position. 
If a rapid increa1e in wost• water 
quantity h noted, release SUIT 
H20 ACCI..Wi ON switch. 
Operation of NO. 1 (or 2) H:i() 
acci.mulator still operable by 
manual actuation of solenoid 
switch. 
~ '4~"'T C.llC~"""c.a.R ""US 
8S. 8'1P,..4'Sl:D ... AN\1"1.LY 
"·"""a c. ... sc. . 
8 In the plifl'tOry lit exchanger mode, 
' 0 
this failure could be covsed by a 
mot°' or control switch failure . 
Humidity and water coming out of 
suit supply hose should be greater 
than that c:oused by condensa1 ion 
from cold sh"ucture be fore pc-o-
ceeding to thi1 ,-_t~ . \ : 
1'i, tiUi:"'Wv~S A.1Q. ~ J.-\ 601T 
..,.. .. ~'\.o "-CC:u"" ·· ,.10¥,l'~YEe > 
T,,..,._ "G"- "t>< 61..£.Kpr.ovtl" \5 
O&f'l'.~O~T Ul'O"' T>HS 
FoU.-•"'• W,_'6U. M-= T><-
, .l?"~~n.:c.! l ,_.~· . 
. ~~'?::: ! ~1s • 
X -r#E Co2. ,o,o.,n w,qr.,,w,w; I 
k/Gwr M""1YBE cxr✓N'­
u1s#E£J BY ,OU,/J../N,; 7ff 
e:es _p,eE.sS X£J<.,CE'~ ,2 M,v. 
,8. #OW5V,!i'Af!1 r,ns e'L ~ 
Af"N"'1T£$ -'<e'OUNP,91\17": 
MN 8t.1, PW,<,! .So,.,.fC.£..S ,o 7°H4fi ,l:o.,J.4Wh'lifi; 
°&/VSOA!>'; 
• ~,q,il/N ,PR,;:SS ; N/.>, 
• q 'ii, R ~W ; t"-//? . 
'<:1,Y 1/M r'F"=•~"' /A/11-(r,f 
~ .M,9,,v,1~ /!MR(//##/, 
\'.)' 11;,,,..,;f(l-)1,,,_ ;,-,,; 
_ _ ,.., _:;._l<\1<'6W,, ... 
ol iHt'£<:T (j;,vtv -•., - oi-----
Page _____ _ 
SYMPiOM 
i ~A,::'"~!:iJ.J:, 
1----...t,;;J...,~;._l t-.0, ,Y: V...n 
F, t ":;- -
J. 
f I Rod prim out 
1-,.:_ _ _..r,;,e:;;;mp ind 
SM2 A-03-S Cl 04-(2) 
APOLLO O!-'ERATIGNS HANDBOOK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 
1. :.-_.';1'=~•'.' I!:':..== - :.= 
• C.01 Cl'T :::• -- - ..,,., -~ 
• :,ive,,.-, flo-,,,· ~ .. .ei~:: i: h ~• 
~rori-ly...+-en i'2!?1o.:.~r 
cf operorio ro l fihe-1 i:i. require, 
• ~ co 2 PP ird 05, filter 
repl-ocement ind 
t...::=::;::::;:::=:..J l--<---3-0'_F_? __ -4 C/W FAILURE 
light on if: 
RAD PRIM OUT 
TEMP ind ::;S-30° F 
l4o 
PRlM ECSRAD 
OUT TEMP LOW 
<-20°F 
___ l 
PRIM ECS RAD 














G ly evop prim out 
temp> 50.5°F? 
NO Gly evop 
operation 
Gly evop prim out 
temp< 43° and gly 
evop prim stm press 
< 0, 14 psi ? 
• RAP FLOW CONT 
PWR - MANSEL 
•Wait2~ 
record' Gly dish 
preu 
PRIM GL Y EVAP 





• Or ient CSM to direct 
stagnated ponel toward 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
AUTO - I 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PWR - PWR 
• Wait !?~for isolation 
vlv to position 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PNR CONT - off (ctr) 
~1v:::.._,: .. · 1.:> 
::'l.17 :e... ~r+~~ 





17 Verify thmving by 
repeoti ng step 9 at approx 
20 min intervals. 
NOTE: If failure continues 
isolate blocked panel and ' 
or ient CSM for most favor-
able heat rejection. 
NO 
6 Check r(tdundont 
~,ont 
-·--,---. . -- .---
• RAO PRIM HTR - 1 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PWR - PWR 
• RAD FLOO CONT 
AUTO - AUTO 
j • P.J-,0 FL.OW ,:,:-)n..,. .'-.i.Ji f'".1 -
~'Zl,!.,U;!'. ' • H.ti/1.J 111.bP<V.t 
i--"'E!":_:.:::,c:.,,.=,-=~::...-{l~...J-",:'..J-._,,1/lv (hl./'t ~ _ 










GLYCO L TEMP 
LOW 
L REMARKS •11.i .. ,>vk•'"'t- }. •♦,.,.t...;,,,-> l'.l"f, 
-....~-.a.sv¥• '-... -.;1~ 
Gae-.::01.M>of~I 
eonsttoinn. i"volved ff'Nllfe 
would be t-ime to vefrfy ECS 
rod out t..,.p with MSFN as 
rod temp wos dropping. 
Q Htr operation con be con-
firmed during SW operation 
by& current (15 amps for 
full htr vs 7 l/2 amps for 
single element). 
G) Heater is shut off to ovoid 
ponibility of boiling glycol 
in lines with low flow rotes. 
0 MSFN con aid in determining 
gly evop operation by com-
paring gly evop temp in and 
temp out . 
0 . ~im , 
g fy flow rote from MSFN can 
1 a id in determining frozerv' 
_ _ i stagnated panel, 
· If GLY DISCH PRIM PRESS . 
is <40 psi, go to: 
:G>.~~ no,; pri:- rod i:-16; 
- • and absence of H2O boiling 
to estimate prim rod out 
' temp. 
0 . Pone I 1 between +Y ond -z, 
_. Panel 2 between -Yond - Z 
/7:\·. Rad flow blocknge cannot be 
1\::./, distinguiS:f,ed f:om stognoted 
panel. R•duce elec loads 
far single panel operation. 
Q Primary rodiator o~tlet tem-
perature > 60° F not abnormal 
when associated with high 
electrical loads (>2000 watts). 
Q PRIM GL Y EVAP STM PRESS 
readings of O. 10 and O. 14 psi 
correspond to PRIM Gl Y 
EVA? OUT TEMP readings of 
35° ond 43°F, re5pecti ve ly. 
0 Heote , u ~ 1ottor, rt\O)' C4i 
c.onfirmeo o-., ·r~ >..,hO"' it,Q 
<>pct,oricr t,1 .0 .::. .. ,u ,.,. 1 r~ 
~ ~ f. ' L,.;Q..1,c-1 ,., T Ii 
NQr l.,,;1 ·" I./~-" W~#t 
Cv f pf.,,;:/ , ...,,"\,t.-.... il,fi~, 
t'l- • •tftv•!.,, ,., .4 ~~ ... ~ ~ 11r1r,., 
•,•,"il, ,,11 r:,.,,. h..- l,,,.,., ,., .. ,rm-,a, .. 
pr im~r-1 todi'ltl'J( oi it l•t 
temp•rot11rft. 
@) FLIN-I P:{of'bllT", .. JtNf, 
vP.1-vE ,.lb,. 1N1<1l11eu: 14 
:'JySif_ M J.10,,I D1.JCTo fJawf/ilL 
L. O,:, 1 ,-Jo(, /~/ ;..;::, 7'fj,M l'l(i 2-
DLJ E To 1 ,yaPl:~141ive-
P,,-?D ,11.{)/.f.JT/ON 
V'4Lvt:.S. Cll6U( Ct> 
!!f!!> Ca f...;-r· R. ":!::,_I 
SM- 2A- I 509E 
l 
P age __ . _____ __ · 
SYMPTOM 
16 e,u,,r.;,-
SM2A-03-SC10•..- - (2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
PRIM Gl Y EVAP 




TI:MP • M~N NO 
• GLV b-YAt~ IN 
TLMP vlv ... 
gly cvcp with tt>dio tor 
by-po»ed . 




1l • G LY EVAP 
}I.,;: STM AUTO-MAN 
• GL Y EVA P STM 
· !NCR • INCR 
1 
• .!for ~~ef) . >• p,: w,,,,r .10 ,.,,,., 
<o. o9 "-'At 4v- "' 
'r'NAW 
Basic Date 




•,;,v 6:ll''IP sr,.,, 
Ru-ro-~ 
' s,,.,, ~~ns 
> 0-0'I "''' 
~ > 11\#,N 'f 
lB EVAP WAS 
FROZEN 
NOTE : If prob lam 
recu1'1, change J52 
with JS3 ond rop1rn1 
ltf.l 11. 
0 -09 f-"'-~~ -'-----l 




12 Reservice eva 
I • GLY EVAP 
STM AUTO -
MAN 
o GLYEVAP STM 
INCR - INCR 
(for 581e~ 





~ Ml/VJ .. 
- S'P'- Pq~.rs 




loop with rod by-
~sed (per SSR-1 ) 
~!~ rod Ovl tomp 
~!t:LC:.Q.r 







• GLY EVAP JTM 
INCR • /,YCR 
-z;;:.o" SIi :sec/ 
•cNl!INCC 7'tfA,. 
w,rNTS~ 
• WA,r ,. ~,;,, 
~t>~~,,,A.P,-o 
rNAW 
•c-.tY LVA.1-" N30 ..,, • ...,. .. ~,a 
•c::,.,. r,,-,,. S-r,v 
Avr-•• "'"',v 
f/fll,O "'"'#-"-'" ,..,. , 
I/IV l 




~ Mbd111J vl1,1 
nH'.ilul, l ~ 1,trol 
• Control G LY 
EVA.P IN l'EMP vlv 
monuo I ly to ma ii\ .. 
toln evop ou t tem p 
betwHn 40--5 "F 









STM PRESS VLV OR 
TEMPORARY EVAP 
H2<) CONTRO L 
PROBLE 
21 i!M E::.:-x 
H2<) CONTROL 
PROBLEM DUE TO 
LOW CYCLIC 




servicing evop or 
activate sec loop 
with rodioton 
bypoued per SSR-1 
7-1 .. ~ ~'IC 
,~ro"°""':""QP 
0U1 n,mp 













·"t¼-• «"I ' ""\ -;,'\ --~ ·"'"" 
,~, ~•1'\\ t."'\....,....t'l l, 
iof...,..·!h ~,t-efiW,,- ,._ ~ 
•vapota~ ot"~ C\)1tt in1,.01 
trot.ll,li! tho,,'\tlhl), 
Primary •vol)OfotOf lost. 
Proc•dl.ir• fo, changing JS2 
and J53 can!'llllctori: 
o GLY EVAP HzO FLOW-
off (center) 
o GLY EVAP STM PRESS 
AUTO - MAN 
o GLY [VAP IN TEMP-
MAN 
o 0..ne- J52 ond .J53 
o GLY EV .. P H:zO FLOW • 
AUTO 
o GLY EV .. P STM l'ltESS 
AUTO-~ 
o G LY EVAPIN TEMP-
AUTO 
T\ i!ifdii'tw" l.1t1 ~W01"'8-I' 
G.,,~.1.,·.-. t,•~ ·•o/,. 
SM-2A-1510G 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
l'l PRIM (:.1 Y EVAP 
OU T Tt MP LOW 
18 PRIM GL Y ACCUM 
QTY HIGH 
>65% 
ISo PRIM GLY DISCH 
PRESS HIGH 
> 56 p1i 
o , 
> oecu4 gty +JS 
Basic Date 
SM2A- 03-SCl 04 ·· (2) 





• Gl Y EVAP STM 
AVTO - MAN 
• GLY EVAP STM 
INCR - Lt,!!;!!. 
for 58 se<: 
lB • PRIM EVAP 
z0 CONT -
OFF \_ 
• GLY EVAP $TM 
AVTO - MAN 
• G LY fVA?)TM 
INCR • INCR 
for58se-,-
Strn pres$ inc r? 
YES 
lO PRIM GLY 
EVAP OUT TEMP 
ind incr to "" RAD 
Pf<IM OUT TEMP 
ind? 
• GLY EVAP, STM 
AUTO-Al/IQ 
• GLY EVAP IN 
TEMP-h\llQ 
• Activote sec cool SECONDARY LOOP 
loop (with rod i-➔o+-='-JACTIVATION 
b ,ad) 
If oc c um qty >1 00%, 
set RAD PRIM HTR -
off (ctr) before 
troubleshooting 
G ly di sch preu 
compatible with ind 
gly occum qty? 
YES 
Gly disch press 
compatible with ind 
gly occum qty? 
YES 
7 • RAD PRIM 
HTR - off (ctr) 
• GLY RSVR IN 
vlv - OPEN then 
CLOSr-
NOTE, GLY RSVR 
'------~ should be 
rapidly cracked 
open and then closed 











Cont evop stm press 
monuolly (not<L~.12 
psi) to maintain 't]iy 
b~:e~~t ~ls 0 r, 
YES 






trol gly evop temp 
out between 35-60°F 
by adjusting prim gly 
evap temp in vlv 




GLY EVAP TEMP 
CONTROLLER & 
GLY EVAP INLET 
TEMP VLV FAILURE 
9 • RAD PRIM 
HTR - off (ctr) 
• PRIM ACCUM 
Fill vlv - ON 
then OFF -
12 • RAD PRIM 
HTR - (orig config} 








Changing J52 and J53 may 
pouibly correct the glycol 
evop cont...ol problem . 
Procedure for connector 
change 
• GLY EVAP H20 FLOW· 
off (center) 




• Change J52 with J53 
• GLY EVAP H20 FLOW · 
AUTO 
• GLYEVAPSTM Pf<ESS 
AUTO · AUTO 
• GLY EVAPIN TEMP. 
AUTO 
An estimate of gly evop out 
temp can be mode from steam 
preu conversion and/or wit 
temp -5° (un,ulted); -10° 
(suited). 
PRIM ACCUM QTY ind >65% 
moy result in cecum bellows 
sticking. If sticking occun., 
cycle ECS prim glycol pumps. 
With GLY PL.MPS· 2ff., 
Pf<IM G LY DISCH PRESS 
V\ould ~ l/4 occl.Kl'I quantity. 
localized boiling could have 
been caused by o reduction in 
glyco l flow due to foiled 
radiator i~lotion valve o,- o 
frozen radiator, or due to 
incorrect positioning of: 
Gl Y RSVR vlv (3) 
PRIM GLY TO RAD vlv 
SUIT HT EXCH PRIM 
GLY vlv 
Radiator restr ict ions can be 
determined by 4 to 6 psi drop 
i n PRIM GLY DISCH PRESS 
when the radiators ore 
bypassed, 
SM-2A-1511 F 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
l1-' Pt:IM (;LY .\Ct llM I • IU D !'~IM 
<..1 1V l lW ( 'i,: '------w -- rn .. i'l ft {c 11 \ 
Pt.C1a .,,, ~1NG • c:.i- L\' i•UMl>S-
20 
~40 ps;_ 
< occu4 qty +J2 psi 
Basic Date 
9£.f (11h11n-11\hitlly) 
1.., ly d i, t'h f'ICIH 
~·0t" f"·1t!l,I ., with 
Ot!Cl~n qty ind? 
YES 
e f'lllM GLY TO 
<AD - ~ 
NO TE: 
~operation 
.,. ).5 mi l"lvtes can leod 
•o ·ao freezing. 
c:c cur. prim ind= O? 
• PRIM ACCUM 
FILL vlv ~ ON 
unti I occum qty 
reads 30% then 
OFF 
Deer 1top1 7 
NO 
13 
Isolate ,u; t ht 
exd, 
• RAD PRIM HTR -
• ~TO 
RAD · NORM 
• SUIT H~H 




18 Isolate occum 
• SUIT HT EXCH 
PRIMGLY -
FLO"! 
o PRIM GLY 
ACCUM vlv -
close (CN) 
Dee r ~tops ? 
NO 
Accl#T\ prim qty 
·c 30%? 
PR IM GLY ACCUM 
QTY LOW OR 
DECREASING 
SM2A- 03-SCl 04 --( 2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS ::;_~:'JD B OOK 
PROCEDURE 
~N=,'-------------11...-~(Jl~l~rN~~~ l rM 
YES 
e FR IM ACCUM 
Fill vlv • O N 
for 7 ~ c 
Accum prim qt y 
returns to normal 
(30 - 65%)? 




• RAD FLOW 
~~Wsrt'R -
• RADMAN SEL -
RAD I 
~ 17 sec: 
e PR IM GLY TO 
RAD - NORM 
JO 
• ECS RAD MAN 
SEL-~ 




GLY LEAK IN 
LINE COMMON 





L-, _ _.,r-- Activate 111c 
coot loop for suit ht 
exc:h opuo tlon w I th 
G ly disc h press 
compatible for indi-




rod bypasted _ 
20 Gly rsvr c-i 
e RAO PR IM H! R -
I 
• PRIM ACClJM 
FI LL vlv - C~.J 
• PRIM GLY "fo 
RAD- NORM 
Verif se,,sn 
• ECS GLY 
PUMPS - OFF 
























N,'IH\1111 ' "111.1" I, !ti) ~,·/lrl 
·1.,11, t\1 p, ,w ,., .. ,1 hy 11 h j·1, ' ' 
!'1-(f\', XllUtl ~ 1 Ml)!~ ... ;l. 
II th" gl y, ,, 1 1.,ul,. Ii 1l1JW 
( - j'J<y'h,) th11 l"ok ,ov,c• lh\ly 
b"' mor• 1opldly ~t111 .. ,; t•d Ly 
rrlf'tnl!'ltll(n I ly rlo clnu th• gly 
11cc vn1 ,... Iv ,JH o fl'11' c-01.h 
compon .. nt It l.c,lot~ . 
With pump off , g lycol di1c;.. 
press should equal 1/ 4 occum-
ulotOI' quantity , 
Use gly di sch press when 
pu,,p off (momentarily) to 
estimate ace um qty ind . 
Radiator i~lotion valves toke 
17 sec to position . 
Half of radiator heat rejection 
copobi llty lost. 
The secondary radi a tor wl II 
fr eeze unlen s.econdory 
coolant loop activoted, 
Use primary coolol"t loop in 
evaporative mode wher, 
required for G &N operation. 
Constrolnh ore evaporator 
H2O consumption. 
Cycllng the prlmoty ECS 
glyco l pump ma y fr•• o sti ck• 
Ing occumulotor be llow,. 
With rod iotors by-pos~ed, 
pt.mp disch press is nominolly 
2 psi lower than with radiators 
operating . 
With GLY PUMPS - OFF , 
glycol discharge press should 
equol 1/ 4 accumulator quor,tity 
indicatio n. 
Degraded glycol pump nioy be 
verified by checking GLY 
PRIM COLDPLATE flow rote 
wi th MSFN. 
SM- 2A-1661E 












TEMP LOW ___ _,r 
< ,goF 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997- E Naw 1 l◄? 
SM2A-03-SC 104 - (2 ) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS · r AN DROOK ---------,.---------PROCEDURE 
< ... PSI 
0-09 
NO 
8 ----+!. ,;,fum, J57/J$8 
-~ne<;tor dw:inge 
7 Shutd:,wna.c -• SEC COOL 
EVAP• BS! r.., 
se .. th .. ~ 
t,) 
Stmpreu tncr? 
Gly evap out temp 
doc,? 
• Perfor~J57/J$e 
connec tor change 






SEC ECS RAD 
OUT TEMP HIGH 
HzO CONT 
PROBLEM DUE TO 
LOW CYCLIC 




I0 GLY EYAP 
TEMP CONTROLLER 
OR STM PRESS 
VALVE FAILURE 
• SEC COOL 
EVAP - RSET fo, 
58 sec, ttlen off 
(ctr) 
• Pe,fom, J57 / JSB 
connector change 
• Reservlce Evop 
,- block 15 
• SEC COOL 
EVAP-!Yg 
Evop dries out again . 
1-4 Mon ..,ap cont 
ShutdcMn the sec 
evap .+,en ewap out 
temp NQC.h91 35•F 
and r.activate wha, 
evap out temp 
rit0Ches6Q-F 







Procedure kir changing J57 and 
J58 connectors: 
• SEC COOL LOOP EVAP • 
off {ctr) 
• Change connecltlrs 
• SEC COOL EVAP • EYAP 
Repetition of this rtep moy be 
necesaary. 
Otooging J57 wi!h J58 mcy 
possibly cMrect the gl y e.....:1p temp 
controller problem. 
Infer .econdory glycol evaporator 
outlet temperature from seconda ry 
glycol evop;,rotor steam pressure 
indication. 
Proc.ctur~ for changi ng J57 ond 
J58 COrvle<:l'On : 
• SEC COOL EVAP - off (ctr} 
• Chonge connectors 
o SEC COOL EVAP- EYAP 
Page ______ _ 
SYMPTOM 
23 SEC ECS RAO OUT 
TEMP HIGH 
24 




PORM 299'1-£ New I l .. 67 
SEC GLY DISC H 
PRESS LOW 
If sec occ\.m qty 
~;...-+f ~100%, shut 
RAO SEC HTR -
OFF before 
troubleshoot ing 
1----·• SEC COOL 
PUMP - off (ct r) 
(manentari'l"yJ 
Gly disch sec press 
compat ible frx 
indicated gl y 
CICCum qty? 
NO 
• SEC COOL 
PLWiP- AC l or 
(AC2) (If n,qd) 
• RADSEC IHR -
• ~l{~•tl 
SEC vlv - NORM 
• SUIT HT ExBr° 
SEC GLY -
FLOW 
SM2A - 03-SC104-(2) 
A POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
5 Deocti,.,ate htr 
• RAD SEC 
HTR - Q££. 
Sec rod in temp 
deer? 
NO 
Sec htr check 
• Oieck total CSM 
current 
• RA O SEC HTR -
O FF 
• Check total CSM 
current 
Soth htrs operating? 
NO 
• RAO SEC HTR -
O FF 
• 00 TO RAO 
SEC vlv - BYP~S 
o SUIT HT (5("1'.H 
SECG LY - ~/1-
NO TE : Bypass oper -
ation > 15 min co n 




Sec gly eva,e 
ovt temp>50.5 F 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP HIGH 
Reactivate htr 
1-•~R .. A_O_S_E_C_H_T_R __ _, NO 
on (up) 
Sec gly dhch press 
<39 psi? 
SEC GLY DISCH 
PRESS LOW 
Kup 
suit ht exch isolated 
unless required, 





• Monitor RAO 
SEC OUT TEMP 
ind 
• Above 48°F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
OFF 
• Below 40°F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
on (up) 
4 
• Orient CSM 
for solar heating 
and/or incr elec 
loads 
6 Monitor sec ECS 
gly system for other 
Ind ications of flow 
restrictions. If 
restriction is indi-






o RAO SEC HTR -
O FF 
• GI'i' TO RAO 
• ~~~u;~vC~~~ S 
loads 
Change Date _ _______ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Heater operation con be con-
firmed by amm eter change 
during switc hing operation. 
Acurren twi!I be: 
30 amp - both operating 
15 amp - one operating 
0 Assumes secondary loop is in 
operation , Sensor is powered 
by cb ECS RAO CONT/HTRS 
MNA (M0C-5). 
0 Heater operation con be con-
firmed by ammeter change 
during switching operation . 
A current wi II be: 
30 amp - both operating 
15 amp - one operating 
0 Use SEC G LY EVA P OUT 
TEMP indicator wit+, ECS 
RAD SEC 1N TEMP indicator 
to estimate secondary radi a tor 
outlet temperature . 
0 Normal range 30 - ~ - 5 $" ¾ 
0 With glycol pump off, glycol 
discharge press shou Id equa I 
1/ 4 accumulator quantity, 
0 This symptom is also vol id 
when secondary glycol loop is 
not in operation . Accum qty 
~ disch pr~s semors 
powered by cb SEC COOL 
XDUCER (M DC-5) . Norma l 
range is 30 - ... $',- 3/c, ~ 
0 With pixnp off, -1lycol dis-
charge pressure "should equal 
1/4 gly ocCLm quantity. 
0 Humidity c.ontl'ol and suit loop 
coollng not ovollc,bl., from 
secondary loop wh,,n suit ht 
exch i, bypaucd, A glycol 
leak will l'Jti11 whe!f\evel' th e 
secandory wit~, ~ch i1 
used ond cov!u 1eJvlt ;,-
glyco l conlanino:ion ir, the 
suit loop. 
SM- 'J/\-1661>0 












SMZA-03-SCl Q,l- (2) 
A POLLO OPE RA TIONS HANDB OOK 
~---,t-:-:-;flrr, '~~~ t::~•t;, ~Y_!"'l---1 
Of>lllutlon d.111.d? 
0 
• PRIM EVAP H:10 
• ~gNR~fiWiM HTR -
off (ctr) 
• ~AP ITM AUTO 
-MM,! 
• GLY EVA-P ITM INCR 
- lliQi fo1 58 5CC 
o GLY PUMPS - Off 
PROCEDURE 
r---1 ea «ti<>H ,----..... 
for sl1nuh('mc,ov\ , , .. -.I loop upero- --- ••ft-Hon Ol'\ly rud u l om, ,.,,, I loop 
~hould l>e uu1d. ft,. 1001> hypnti-
i110 1od1 
• t'l{IM / ('.)rC) ( :t Y ! l.l !.'.Al) 
, Iv~ 
• f't{I !> ) 1ut1 1111-: 
Qff. 
~ If o return to 
prim operation is 
desired, proceed as 
follows: 
' 
5 I Deactivate sec looD 
• RAD SEC HTR - OFF 
• SEC COOL EVAP-:-
RESET for 58 sec then 
ofiTctr) ~ 
• "IR"cOOL PUMP -
off (ctr) 
• ~AP H2O CONT-
Initiate manual o erotion 
• Orient steon vent outl•t to sun 
(-Y, -Z) 
• GLY EVAP STM AUTO - MAN 
• ~Y._!;'AP STM INCR - ~ 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP - l,lAt::[ 
• GLY EVAP H:20 FLOW - off (ct,) 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP vlv -~ 
• ~ yc~;r~~~rl~O' !er;;~cR 60 ) 
(6-71ec) --. 
• SEC COOL EVAP - off (ctr) 
• SEC COOL PUMP -~ AC2 
• RAD SEC HTR - SEC- -
• RAD PRIM HTR -off (ctr) 
• PRIM GL Y TO.~RA_;;..~-f'ii:'=:-'= 
OFF 
• GLY EVAP H20 
FLOW - ON 
I min - off(ctr) 
15 min 
Gly evap temp out NO 
<47°F 
YE 
; l Actl vo to 1t11: lo""' 
• IC~ INO u,1 - SFC . , I Y TQ ~Al) m , 1, -
NORM (r(1d t,p,:,11) 
• 5iC -1:00 1 PUM I' -
AC. I (•1r AU') 
• '\Te ~ I ·TDl'1tH PRl 5~ 
lrid - • 39 1nf 
• RAD SEC HTR -~ 
(rod open) 
• SEC EVAP H2O CONT -
AUTO 
• "SrccOOL EVAP - EVAP 
• SEC GLY EVAP our-
TEMP ind - 4~50.5°F 
• SUIT HT EXc"HTicGLY -
FLOW (iF reqd) 
6 I Activate prim loop 
• ECS IND sel - PRIM 
• PRIM GLY TO RA!i -
NORM 
• GLY PUMPS - 1 ACI 
• PRIM GLY DIICHPRESS 
ind - '•40 psi 
• RAD PRIM HTR - I 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP -
AUTO 
• PifiMEVAP H2O CONT-
AUTO 
• GI'TEVAP STM AUTO -
AUTO 
• PR'fMGLY EVAP OUT 
TEMP ind - 40-50°F 
• SUIT HT EX~N 
for 30 wics then off"'fctr) 
• CAS TEMP - A~ 
Resume nonn opr 
• GLY EVAP ITM AUTO -
AUTO 
• GLYEVAP H2O FLOW -
AUTO 
• GLY EVAP IN TfMP -
AUTO 
• PRIM GLY TO RAD 
NORM 
• RAD PRIM HTR 1 
• RAD SEC HTR - OFF 
• SEC COOL PUMP-
off (ctr) 






('.S.M, l)Sf., uod Sl,11~,1 Condi 
tlonr-" o,e1 n,.)1 coldplvr""l o,, 
,cco11(inry loop. Utog~ Jim i •• lo, 
thh c,quipme111 ore os follC'lws : 
G&N 17% duty cycle with mo,c 
-- on time of I hr 55 min. 
DIE 
IZ 
If o,..e p:i:,ef of The pl'imory f'OC;ctc· 
is l1:>St, t;., e. se,co.-;clcry io.ii:--ar 
shovlc o,e- ~. o~i~ tne 
~ecOflQory rodio tct wi il be bs., dt..e 
ro freezi ng . 
Operation of both coolant loops 
simultaneously may result in low 
rod out temp. To preclude rod 
freezing, terminate evop operation 
if possible. 
Primory glycol evaporator rem?ff-
ature inlet cc,n be approximated 
by secondary rodiotor inlet 
temperature . 




1-' 11t. rapped 
gas i n f ood 
re•;ons t:itution ---"'"' 
& drinking 
























Gas in potable and waste 
water subsystems not read i ly 
identif i able , howe ver fa lse 
indi cations of quantity may 
be expect ed a s well. as 
possibl e reducti on in 
evapora tor performance. 
2 
e Wi.thdraw 4 Lbs. cold 
wat er a t potable water 
suppl y i nto food reconsti-
tution bags provided for 
cold dr i nks. 
Drink a s rr.uch as possible 
and store remaj_nder. 
3 Check Liquid Quantity 
in Potable Water Tank 
• Verify that JndicaUon 
changes a s water is drawn 
out, 
Indi cated quantity dropped 
Yee 
• Moru tor Gas/H,,O latio 
in f ood Reconttitution 
Ba.gs 




IL 695-534 -68-U ' 4 
ENCLO~iUHE ] 




leak or rupture 
l. l 
(D lt is possibJ.~ 
Lo i ntroct11ce 
o2 and H2 
into th,;3 
pot able an:i 
wa.ste water 
subsystems. 
....__No __ ~• Cont 1 nuo 


































[iJ - "- "':I e ,..., ~ , ")_ .rv A ~ ' 
• P':1re RCS eng:i nes In ,.,.-It,./ 
-+ ~ dheol.ioo for 10 !J0c:i,. 
• Plac:e 0-, H. g. 1:Jfl.lectc,r 
tnl t (' ncl 351) to OFF 
• Uno1-1.p •rp l t,o r~duce 
n~ pr~~Mure Lo 5 f~IA, 
rid repl111.ee <'lll.P 
• P'iro Hen Qtlf;foor1 In 
--:;:::X din :ti Ii for 10 ~iec:<1. 
-t- X Tl2Aiv S 
• During lanL ~Secs.of 
RCS fir:! ng, placo o2 Heg. 
Selector inlet (PAnel 
351) to nornial 
e Withdraw 2 Lbs. hot 
water at potable wator 
tsupp.ly arid O, 5 Lb, co l.d 
water at. drinking gun 
and ,it.ore j n t'ood bags 
' 
~ 
• Monitor Q11,i,/H20 .i n l"ood 
Hticon!'lt .l tut Ion l~rtgn 
---...------1.o..--·----
~ 
• H6i1f/l1tt eitep 7 uvory 
24 hours 
No 
II;;,/ 0 ::! bl t)tld 
ol· l f 1 c'.o l n 
pcil. t\b:ll'I LHnl< 
p\111-:p.od C\1· 
po:rrr1of.\b11 I l.y r)f' 
hlnriiior· Lo II,, 
,:. 
rut.I u c:@<t 
si 
M. Ra. usa 
104 
S0 ACE D TVT<;;IOl\T OF NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWF.LL r R O A fIO 
OPOSE D SPAC ECRAFT OPERATIO AL PROCEDURES CµA, 
~FERENCE (IF APPLICABLE) 
DEPT & GROUP SC £i=::- 1£TIVTTV 
6 - 21 ~-C & Subs 
CSM AOH VOLUME 2 
BASIC OR CHANGE DATE 
;!> Janua 1969 
PAGE NO. . v1r, PARA, 0 S ·c;p 'IC • 
5-119 5-134 5.2.6 
DETAIL CHA 'Gr:: (L'se exact handbook wording): 
Ch e ~cs mat- unction procedures as indicated by at+ache' cotl::.es. 
Changes .ave been made to the following symptoms: la, 6, 9, llc., ::.2, -4, :5, 
16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23~SSR-l and SSR-2~?i-. 
L30_,1 ~s, ~?., 
Note: This hange has not been incorporated in the 
SM2A-OJ-SC104-(2). 
ASON: 
January- 1969 is ue of 
ew diagrams incorporate changes generated during fina.1 UPdate r ·ew held 
2.8 January 1969 with J. Sw.i.gert. 
I APPROVE D f::C 
1□ DISAPPROVE D 





' Mt I 
I· 
I 





YI!, - ,t.M/eNP~ ·~ 
I 
,, YLV- o,,:..-










i!,J, S r,~s.v,SIIV 
I 
Y WI£ N '?"'AflS/E 
TWO ;t::~/J:.uA4S 
~ y A"l..ao~ ,.,,N# 
I -r;IIINK 8,,CAf~N/6-PA.£S$'Vli!E 
I 
I 






ligli t on if 
l o 
>I. 0 lbAr (oftet 






Light is pos.sible 
indication of ca bin 
11 
• • DlMAND 
RHi H I - eo rH 
• REPRESSO~ 
~ 
PRESS ,el - .QQll 





SMZA - 03-SCl 04-(2) 
APO LLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
2 Verify ind 
• DIRECf 0 2 vlv-
QEEN !S._~ 
REGsel- jQJ]j_ 
• SUIT RETURN 
vlv -~) 
• C lean 5CU!etl (3) 
• SUIT, RET URN 
vlv - open (pull) 
(I f dei ired ) 
• H20 GLY 
TKREGnil-.1 
• H20 'GIY TK 
RLLF 1el -1. 
NO 
H10/Gl V 11-
P~fliS 1.'l"C, Vl V i 
0rl ~J:11 VLV; 
fA1l I• ()PP../ 
C 'W FA!LURf. 
CABIN ~....,.__-I PRESS LOW 
6 I OR DECR 
• 0EMAi",O P't:G 
ul - Q.f£ 
Hi c;; ryo ~ - turgC' 
tk. .:i.P used to 
dete,mli"' m..,gni-
tvde of l<>o&i. •Old 
,.,1 .. •>" v.,.,H,.r..lf'cl I 
L:I ~II•'.:..____. 
REMARKS 
G Ct>nl!·•""" ,..,,. 7 Flow w, c,•f'-
cedv•" ond u, ~ C \', !• D"id i 
!Of'II( bleed rlow•• a, u,d,,.01,0,. .;,I 
02 rlow 
0 hrico l HI CRYO TK-SU"CF 
d P: 
IOOPS 1 '1 5 lb/h, 
15('1 P~I 3 .J b:lu 
400 PS! !> S lb/Ii~ 
J 0 Plodnq th" MAIN REG A & S 
CLQSEC ond .....,,,.,go dec,tto\9 
in O'] flow will "'olido•o ,h,. wr,1,0 
,,..d,,:ol•u" 
0 Thl,oc•ion ..,,..,,,e, that lnad..,•r,-. 
11nt!y ope",e,d ,olvn ho, not couYCI 
t11c,eo\"'d 07 flow H•'-Nhl,t 
"'t o._ f' '-•W /Jlbf/jl,, 
°"'~'"'" c:-iae,w 
6 ,o s C >lfQ ,..,,t! ()tllJll. 
0 If leatt II not holo1od and 07 '10'o'-
r.-nolns high, mlHIOl"I tim,, may b,, 
ttJ1Clf111d1td by Vlvtring off tl,f'J' main 
07 '"guloto11, rrop•nin!J th.,.. 
,..l,en nocnno,y h> maintain cot.•ln 
pu,,-...,,., arid for octuotlon of,.,_ 
cyclic ocr:<Jl'lulotor\,. Te\111/ e 
















t----.i FLOW ind 













SMZA-03 - SCl 04 - (2) 










• SUIT HzO 
ACCUM ON -J_ 
timH 





CAB)N PRESS HIGH 
OR INCREASING 
Cryo tk pnm low? 
YES 
CRYO 0? 
S TORAGC r All UM( 
YES 
4 line obstruction 
check 
• SM 02 SUP vlv -
ON 
• 'i>Lfs 02 vlv -
Q.Ef 
• SRG Tl< 02 vlv -
OFF 
• DIRECT 02 vlv -
OPEN (CCW) 
• Iner 02 now to 
0.95 lb/hr for 
45 sec 
02 flow ind 
remoin1 ot 1.0 lb/hr? 
Return lo 





ORS, FILTERS. OR 
LINE 
An obitruction 
seve,r,-ly limits 02 
s.upPly rote May 
el.W!l'ltially limit sup• 
ply ro that ovailable 
in CM (iurge tk plus 
rep,eu ~ tk) 
8 Reoi:x-n O vlv 
• PLS!- 02 v1v -
Q,!i (wl, ,.,1 M.1'911 
I~, illC"• In 500p11) 
j • Slit ~ir n,.,, 
L_C.'N 




""7 J ~ !.:. ·""" .,-~. -nr °" _...._,,.,. 
-c,,,11fO'f9C 
-~~ 01:. , .. ~ ,·t:, ...,, , •o,::,r _.. 
~ f ;-:- te f,c;ri .. ,,, "'Mdl:loJ 
..,sr lnd C:lb•r ~~ ,_,f o-r "OI,. .. • 
Thi\ fall1.1rt' doeJ not necencwllv 
p•ec lvdfl ,nanvol opf'rotic," o •ht, 
ofFec:tl:d H20 au. •m1.,lo1,,, 
Cycling ODNOti"n may fr,et' iticl< ·ng 
val",e 
Lou of ell!'ctrical cyclic co,,.,.o! r' 
aHccted H2() acc""u lotor 
p,.,iod;c mo,11.101 valve op,,orc,1ior 
iht only m .. am of ?C tvonng l-1,C" 
c,ccumulot.:,1 
0 Normal rong,e 0.25 - 0.45 lb,1'~ 




> 9l5 psi 




SMZA-03 - SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
0 2 (H2) CRYO 
PRESS HI 
• RE PRE SS 02 -
~ {verify) 
• EME R 02 -
CLOSE 
:;:.• :.~~ ~upply 
NO 
14 • MAIN REG 
A - c:IOle 
Cob preu 1tops lncr? 
YES 
NO 
U,e SUIT PRESS 
ind to e1tlmote cob 
10 
• REPRESS 02 
RELF - clote (CCW) 
Emer 02 1Upply 
p1e11 deer? 
NO 
• ~~iF~YG 8 -
~ 
Cob preu stops incr? 
NO 
13 • PLSS 02 
vlv - Fill until 
REPRESS02 PRESS 
Ind room 000 p1 I 
• PLSS 02 v!v -
OFF 
lB O LEAK 
BE~N MAIN 
REG AND 02 
FLOW SENS~ 
CAIIN PRfSS LOW Verify cob pres_s • Don PGA'i 
0. DECREASING ~ --..i- -i:::,nd "-""--W---
SUIT Pl{ESS ind 
< 4.7 ,»i •CAB PRESS ind? 
NO 







UM h.ghnt u...c ,an. ind.co,io,> 
fro f!'llimo1e 1u,i,>e far'tit P""'JUC'il' . 
If wbt.equent 02 motk UH i1 n.c• 
MklfY, pcKition 02 PUS vlv to 
Fill. hce,..ive 02 conwmptior, 
result!. 
Thh ,tep mc1y r•qi., lre cM1Jderoblft 
time 
MSFN c.on dhtingul1h b•twe.-, 
the,e two failures by reporting 
02 sy1tt!ffl preuurt. 
0 Mail"tta,,. (1,111,. wlted IIIQIOI' t..a.-
.,; .... 02 ~Hon If cClbl,. p,w,-
wre •• mo1nto ;,._. Th,, wit ,:.qJC,y;, 
~uld bti p.,tc,.d to ~JM'ft,ni:,t., 
oc.c.""""101.a H2 at tolla,.,, 
o Periodic. P""9• (t'v•rt ('t ..._,,. ~ 
011::£( l I') ] vt V • op,t'n th,,Hy1 
~ i~.,,. ,.. lnvt. !Nin c lc,et-d 
b Ah•1 .., • .,. .,, _,_ t,V'l ~, 
dl!nl..lnp 1\tt'v•r1.-d l°' ~ "'"""'' 
P""" ' h >I ll ( i l.'", ~1, "'1lPI" 
,..,11, ""'' 1' .... ~.n• ·, ..... ,, ~· ..,..,, , 
M,l n l'0 1r .~, ,.. r,,:- ti~,. " ..,-i,, 
w,I..,• nb i:,,.,.ovrl' 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
ECS PRIM GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
CREW Crew condition? COLO 2 Prim {uc) gly 












humidity w111 couM CO2 
fl lter l'Weil Ing. Ci-..clc 
niters hourly fOf con\ater 
cl.aronce and replace 




• Chock cob ht exch 
flow poth unob-
1trlct.cl 
• Checlc operation of 
each cob fan 
Both fans operable? 
ECS 
llo 4 
SUIT CKT HUMIDITY HIGH 
17 Cleon tult ckt 
rot screen Check CO2 tope1. 
CO2 senior may be 
Inaccurate whrl 
dirty screen , 
Verify valve 
position, 
• DEMAND REG 
sel -1lC.I.ti 




PRIM GLY DISCH 










• CAB FAN (both) - W (to ,top flow 
thru co Id cob ht axchf ., 
• DON PGA's 
If hot: 
• Cool cab by uc cool loop ., 
• Don PGA's ., 
• CAB FAN (both) - Qff_ (to re6.iu naw 
thru hot cob ht e>t~ 
• SUIT TEST vlv - YES 









Ch;a.ng e Date- --=2=-0-=--J=-un=e-=-.;.;;l2,:;_..:::..68-=--
REMA~KS 
0 lf ucondary alycol oyettim h 
flowlna through cabin heat 
axcbanaer, t.emperat\lre can-
tzol l ■ obt.ai..n,-d by manually 
po•hionlni u1condary cabin 
t•mp•rature cotttrol valve 
0 Cabin temperat,.u-• c::baas•• 
ar• ■ low reactinJ 
U WI.Comfortable coodltloo l• 
••v•ro, pTOceed d1rectly to 
atep 10 . 









SMZA - 03 - SC 104 - \2' 




Suit compr YES If ,uited, suit com-
pre,sor$ may remain 
inoperative fo1 no 












1---..r- • Suspect SUIT 
COMl'S I (~ 2) -
.Qff_ 
• Redundant SUIT 
COMPR-~ 
=.!m 
Suit compr AP Iner? 
_;:i:~'~; ~:~rt~i-
lJ • DEMAND 
REG sel - BOTH 
• H20 ACCUM 










17 • WASTE t--<~---- ,Iv .._ ___ __. ~ 'JE:I.JT 
NO 02 demand 
1"'=--.. r-;;,.::::g check 
• DEMAND REG 
sci - J.. 





toin CO2 <7.6mm 
Hg: 
• DIRECT 02 vlv -





(v vr,•,- .. uri• r1 .. ,·,i,r ..... ,.,1t! 
l""ll\pr1•~,.,,.. 1,- 0 II, p,<I 111 
, ,11.Hn 111,.,1,. !'1, ll I'' •l And 
c) ~h p,-1 ,ll "ll\1·r~••"~Y -.u,1 
'-\tit , ,n11pr d I',,, 11,J p111 "" 
,i,l,•q!J.tlr-!y-. 1111, ~-1bi11 ,Ill' (t"+c 
•11•,cuir,•,I "I'• r ,11011 
0 With !111~ v1·11' "rwi, C:.:U.t. Pl' 
will r,·111 ,1111 • 7. f,111111 llw. for 1'" 
nnnut'""' ,dl,•1·, n11,r,r f'l• "or,. f•Jl~d. 
0 J-lumHlity .i. nrl LUl '•HHr,1/ 1u•l 
lnarl e 1p1111tt 111111 ,rorll,H1 "11 
ubt11111l•..t bv .. p,:11111~ DU( l-'.(.. 1 
O,! Vi.\ l't,A-. v.11l bolllo,m 
up to •l.1L µ•q •bov~ C1'bt n 1! u, 
$u11<-rt ,n,,,lr t•~,· ,· rn~•r .11,•n(·v 
l)l; rl ),.11111.11 1t 111 1 ,ihln 111,.,J,, 
,:1,rh ,. 1.."U,! ,,,,1,,-,H,1.- 1t1\l\.u•r•Uvr 
0 SI i.:h11,· ll.11', "'',I, 11'1 b.-
v,·rlt1,·d l, lh,• •11 ,t !d , ,1b10 
~' p 111./ 1, ,, • 1 ,·1,, . ( o1h1 t 
., 11,, 
0 H~I..I •• .,,,, '•I• , • ,n,. l,, v•rd 
IT••'•"" ,· ,r !:IJ '<'ti, ,_. , ,J 








Light or, if: 
co:r ,.>, .• - ,.. 
1:i.,--------
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
U-.correct.d high 
~o;dh?;e7i!:m:. 
Oieck fi I ten hourly 
foe canister cl9QT'-
once and n1ploce if 





Verify w01te tic qty 
• sun H:z() ACCUM AUTO - ~ 
~YE=S------e~ • SUIT CKT H~ AC CUM ON - ..!_ 
(or 2] for 20 SK 
10 • SUIT H2O ACCUM 
UTO - ctr 
• SUIT H2"ACCUM ON -
..!_ (o,3) fw 10 soc 
NOTE: Re~at Nveral time• 
at I ml~te Interval, -
02 flow pegs hfeh when 
1wltch i1 actuated? ' 
NOTE: 02 FlOW HI light may come 
02 flow deer '( I . 0 lb/l,r ofter mox 
of 15 aec? 
YES 
.., _________ .., 
NO 
• ,.._illon CO2 cft,t.r 




Hg, gc.- 1oihi rt 11"11• 
oporo1i,,n ortd u:t.e 





CO2 P, r.0111 .. 
• Cl-iono- coni•f.,- wll+I 
hlgO-t CO2 ....i, .. 





~ S\..fi "" ... 0- I'.".,_,. ..,_ 'Ill 
oef. 
8oc"up CO:, ta:p.i ,ho..,ld b. UMd 
to confirm C01 PP indlcotio,, 
occv,ocy. 
Qucrntlfy ndficotlon h volld Ot1l)I 
If 02 flow ro te h <0.4'\ \~ 'h, bit--
'°'• ,.,, 
& ,q ~!.oCl(t-1> Wfh T~ll~<J 
OUMPl.. 1.,E <'..,., Of: 
0 
G) 
Co,_, u.VOE-1:> IF T'Wt!! 
w11-.:.r~ 11-~o-r•-K-c.\T)' 
\Nl!"~t \/€R1f"1e't> 
FUll.. ,,._, :37EP 8 • 
Op.ration II verified by 02 FLOW 
lndlcotor fM811lng hlgJ, within o ~n 
mlnvl• ,-rlod. 
Operotlo" of NO, 1 (or 2) H,0 
occumulotor l'lla)' ttl II bit paMlltltt . 
Thil con be verlflitd by plocl,. 
H2O ACCLM I (o• 2) valv• fa 
MAN for 10 ,.c and then OFF 
noting o hi~ 02 flow whll• valY• 
it In MAN position. 
If a rapid lncr•o• lti wo1t• wot.I' 
qvontlty h noted, r•l.aM SUIT 
H2O ACCUM ON ,.J,ch. 
Humidity and wot•r c0ffllr19 ovt o• 
wit wpply ho1e ,hovld b. gre~lt., 
!'hon that cov1■d by co!"de,,1.otlon 
fTOffl cold ,trvchJr• belou p,o-
c:..c»nu h:) tftls 1'9p. ' 
,1 •,~-ws.'S A,Q: t:'11.1''t-\ au~.,. 
"'-•"Mi..c:, At.OC:v.,.. ~,....c;:.._, •• 
••C. 'S-Q" -,:w:. -"J.~d ~ ,.,, ••r•~o~"" ~ ........ ...a .,..~'-
, f-•~,.;:t&.,. .. ~ ....... --,,o - .... 
,q ~-~ - ' w, 
0 6' ,. - ! ... . 
• • - 5 ... ~s .. 
:,( -r,¥£ Coz p,o,.n W4RAI✓ 
.L/<,wr ,w,r;,6£ t:,rr,,.;-
VISNE.£) 8Y ,PV,l.,L./1\/f!i r~ 
es PArESS J(OvCE.i? .z MN, 
8- NaWaVE-"2, ,...,..,,5 £L-
,y,,,..,,4rES ;J?epu,vo4,v.r 
/V 4u, Pw,q: Suu~C£S 
D 7'",<1£ .C-<>££.::,W-✓.~ 
"L=N'S~S-: 
• (!.Q4,,v ~ESS ;,v(> · 
"'Oa,_ /C"A..O""' .,,...,_,,,,o,. 
I 
•~y sr;,,f ,..,,_,., •a·: /Nu.(l>S 
!":'?£ M;¥N,~ ;'~(..,,,,.,,,., 
~ M<"'""l( t'JIJICl,&e,...-.,.• 
00,,1,-.,/ Uf'l',.ou . .,.._.,li ... .,."rlllM-
of ('ltl:£(1 C'~ .,.t,,, ..,........,.., 1'14' 
~ ~tO'l_.,.,~k"--' 








Lig'tt on if: 
RAD PRIM OUT 
TEMP ind ~-30•F , ... 
15 
PRIM ECSRAD 
OUT TEMP LOW 
P!!IM ECS RAD 
OUT TEMP HIGH 











APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
16 
PROCEDURE 
Single canister t'pcrotlon 
• SUITFLOW RELF - OFF 
• CO2 cstr divert vlv - ~ti, (ctr) 
• Diver! Flow through st>ized filter 
momentarily ~n reploc•ff'•nt 
of operational fllte, i, required. 
• UN CO2 PP Ind ca filter 
replocement ind 
Gly eVt'lp p,im out 
temp> 50.S"F? 
NO Gly evap 
oJMrotlon 
PRIM GLY EVAP 




• Orient CSM to direct 
stognoted pone I toward 
17 Vulfy thawing by 
repeating step 9 at approx 
20 min Interval,. 
NOTE: If fallur• continues 
i10lat• block.ct pon•I ond ' 
orient CSM for mo1t fovor-
obl. heal rejection. 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
AUTO - 1 
• RAD FLo'N CONT 
PWR - PWR 
• Wait l7""iecfo, itolotion 
vlv to position 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PWR CONT - off (c~) 
10 Powe~ Ti, 
'-10, I Fj...~W 





r>,,./12, - W)OJ ~ 
•w.41'1' l~'5;; 
AN!) Cl,eUll.0 
GI. 'f C,l)C Rlb~ --
• RAD PRIM HTR - I 
• RAD FLOW CON'!' 
PWR - PWR 
• RAD FL°OW CONT 
AUTO - AUTO 
~ ~,.11-.J 
C,tY( ' LI Y.r 
1(:'V,.. 
REMARKS 
w ~~.,.,.pt.-.• Fi.. 
~~..,..l ,.._ 
G) kCOUM of ..._mo! 
conttralnh lnw,lvtld fhttra 
w~ld b. time to ,,,..,lfy fC~ 
rod out tllfflp with MSFN 01 
rod tamp wo1 dropPfn". 
Q Ht, 0P9rotio11 ","ti.con• 
firmed dudng aw operation 
by& camanl (l.) umpa fo, 
full htr v, 7 1/l orr,pa for 
ti ngle e l11m ant L 
G) Haotar It shut of.f to ovoid 
pou tblllty of boding glycol 
In 11nH with low flow ,a .. ,. 
0 MSFN c;on aid /,, de,t.,mll\lng 
gly avop operatlo., by COffl-
porlng gly •"op t•mp In ond 
t.mp out. 
;,1m 
~ly flow ,ate r,.,.... MSFN con 
aid In d•Nrrnlninti, rt"O,l•,v' 
stotn<Jf•d po,,• I 
If GL Y Dl~C~ """' "'-!!>5 ;,,,o~~-~..., 
0 LIM nor,n p,1111 ,,,d In t!Mtp 
ond obMnc• of 142<) hollln11 
to 11,t~of• J)f"ltn rod Qut 
t•mp. 
Ponti! I betw .. n +V and -Z, 
Pan•I 2 betwe•n -Yorwl -2 
Rod flow blockage co.nnot be 
dhtinguhhed frorti trog,r,otJd 
panel. Pttduce- 111loc lood1o 
fo, single pone-I operation. 
G) Pri"'D'Y ,od.ato< Ctutt•• t...-
perot"" "l, 60°~ -...at obnof-o l 
when ca10C:iot Pd -,tt,, r,;,;. 
•IK-h1c.ol loock 1:--2000~ 
(y PRW, GLY EVAP STM PltfS~ 
readings of 0. l O o--d O. 14 ~ • 
corretpc:,t,d ta PI\Jwl Cl Y 
EVAP OUT TlM" read,nga oi 
35• ort4 ,,1,J•f, ,e~t1-1,. 
0 Heater Ofl'9'Ql io,, rnoy b. 
c.onfinned du'inp -itc:+, ,no 
C>p,9fotio" by l'l c u,rent 05 
ampt "31 fvll l\eotlt" ... 7 1 ; 
0l'flp, fol Lin9lr elomenl). 
0 Prlrnciry radiato< inl e1 te,n-
perotvt• and abw:nce ol woffi 
boiling con br v•ftd ,.~ ettfn,ot-e 
P'in'IOt'Y radiotur ovt1 1't 
l~tUf•. 
@) fLov-.1 Rlo1>oen • .,,N6 
VAL'IE ,.; oT Av1ul1teu::- 1"4 
:S'{STE.111 /.IQ! I)I.J[TD ,,,_..,__ 
LOS:, 
1 
tJoR /IJ .5y,f7eM 111(1 .l 
0<.JE iO I N.iPEll.AT\yr, 
f.?,•D l~Ol.~T/DN 
V/J L v€.!- . t:'llt ( 1<. rh 
RPD Ccr-.;~~1 Af~_i 
Pag 
SYMPTOM 
SM2A - 03 -SC1O4-(2) 






~~--'---~ .... psi 
Gly evop ttn'I 
preu? 
> .... pai 
o. 14' P SI 
l1 • G LY EVAP 
STM AUTO- ~ 
• G LY EVAP STM 
INCR - lliQ. 
(for 58 sec) ,. 
Stm pre&) dee,? 
12 Ru ervice ova 
• G LY EVAP 
STM AUTO -
MAN 
• GLY EVAP STM 
INCR - INCR 
(ft.r 58se~ 
rzr;:;;~ 
I !l~'( i~;J ,~, .~tO 
HMP vl.1 
~'If. 
GI y ~vap temp ovl 
d•cr? 
Sec gly e-vap ,tm 
pr~ de,:;,':I 
B FROZEN STM 
DUCT 














"th.'f « .. ,,.,,. :n'/IJI 
/lie.To-_,, 
'ST/llf l"lffn# 
.. o. o, ,.,, 
~ > / N,H· 
v,u 
lS EVAP WAS 
FROZE N 
NOTE : If problem 
r-.:un, c hange J52 
with J53 and repeat 
1top 11 . 
o. 09 pc.=....c....c...----1 






~RM '29"7-P. Nt.., I t .. n 
, •1,;1.y Iv~,-,-,~ 
F40W'£:::'(F~ 
.a. /4111,V J· 
19 
Activate ~ec 
loop with rad by-
pou.d (per SSR-1) 
Ir prim rod out temp 
>4BOF 
YES q) 
• GLY EVAP 
STM AUTO -
MA N 
•Glv EVAP STM 
I NCR - 1/'ICR , 
( .i<"OAI §'#I SIF,0 
•cN/lfNCC 7-,,-. yas 
w,nvrs.5 
• W#~r ,. ,w,,,_, 
.Co~ .EVAP ,-o 
•Cr,l.Y 1vAP N8/0 
.... . w- ~( & 
•c:..y .w,,- S-r,14# 
49r•~ """'rw 








PRO BI EM DUE TO 
LOW CYCLIC 




sorvi< ing eva p or 
activate u1c loop 
with rodi o ton 
bypom,d per SSR- 1 
• Actlynht .-<' cool 
loop 







,...,. r•h.# •u ,o "°""'°' • 
d.o,ctlvote r+... .,.(~l 
e~otot and ,o,,ril"IU9 
trc,.,A,le thoc,rinil 
Pl"lmary evopo,-ator Iott, 
Ptocedure for chot,glng JS'1 
ond J.53 c:onnec:ton; 
o GLY EVAP H.,0 FLOW· 
off (center) 
• GLY EVAP SlM PRESS 
AUTO- MAN 
• GLY EVAPi°N TEMP-
MAN 
• Chorige JS2 ond ~3 
• GLY EVAP Hfl FLOW· 
~ 
• GLY EVAP STM PRESS 
AUT0-6.\ll.Q 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP-
AUTO 
Thh fo.l1o1t lf limin ..at,., 
bQJll""c~ity. 




PRIM Gl Y EVAP 
OUT TEMP lOW -I. 38'f 
18 
>6.5% 




> occ7 gty t 38 
-q . .1.s; - Date 
SM2A- 03-SC 104-(2) 
APO,LLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
18 • PRIM EVAP 
-i() CONT -
OFF 
• GLY EVAP STM 
AUTO - MAN 
• GLY EIIAl'rrM 
/NCR - /NCR 
fo, 58 sec--
Stm preu incr? 
YES 
• GLY EVAP STM 
AUTO -.6.!ll.Q 
• GLY EVAP IN 
TEMP - 1lll.IQ 
• ~vote NC cool ECS SECONDARY LOOP 
loop ~th rod 1---llli-.,;.SS..;;R.:.-l-iACTIVATION 
If OC::CU'TI qty >100%, ~ 
1et RAO PRIM HTR -
off (ctr) before 
troubleshooting 
Gly dl1ch prou 
compatible with Ind 
gly occum qty? 
YES 
Gly di,ch preu 
compotlble with ind 
gly occum qty? 
YES 
7 • RAO PRIM 
HTR - ss (jf[} 
• GLY R R 
vlv - OPEN the" 
CLOSr-"" 
NOTfic;LY RSVR 
._ ____ -.irn-;fv lhould b., 
ropld!y c,ack"J 
open ond tho" c lo Nd 








17 Mon evap cont 
Cont evap 1tm preu 
manually (not<0.12 




lrol gly evop temp 
out between 35-60°F 
by adjusting prim gly 
evap temp in vlv 




GLY EVAP TEMP 
CONTROLLER & 
GLY EVAP INLET 
TEMP VLV FAILURE 
9 • lAD PRlM 
HTR - off (ctr) 
•PIIIMfilm 
Fill vlv - ON 
ttlen~ -
;;!:;cum qty h1cr 1-N,;.;O;;... _________ ~'------~ 
YE S 
ACC.UM Ftll 




Chonglng J52 and JS3 moy 
ponibly cor,fllct the glyco l 
evop control J)l"obltWn. 
ProcedUf'e for conn.cto, 
chong11 
• GLY EVAP H20 FLOW -
off {center) 
• GLY EV"P STM Pl!ESS 
AUTO-~ 
• Gl.Y EVAP IN TEMP• 
~ 
• Change J52 wit+, JSJ 
• GLY EV"P H70 FLOW -
AUTO 
• GLY EVAP STM Pl!ESS 
AUTO-M!IQ 
o GLY EVAPIN TEMP -
AUTO 
AA ati<'IMIN of 9'Y ..... _,. 
~carib.-"""Cldefl.oir-......,... 
pr.u~oOf'!Of'ld,-•M'~ 
te,np -s• h,,,1 •• ir.dl, -IC"" 
tto.1had) 
PRIM ACCUM QTY Ind >6.5'!6 
moy re1ult in accum b.llow, 
,ticking. If ,ticking occvr1, 
cycle ECS prim glycol pump• . 
0 Wit!, GLY PUMPS -..Qff, 
1'1!/M GLY DISCH Pll"°N 
shoi.dd b. 1/• occum quantity, 
0 Locoliud bolling could ho..,. be~ ccu .. d by a reductlpn in 
glycol flow due ro full~ 
rodiotor i10lorior volv• a, o 
fr0,,HI"' radiator• QI due to 
, l"',o:r~r po.-il'iarn"'I .,F, 
G-4..V';,Sv; , ·,. 1 
...., ,: ... _~·: u..: ., 
i,.,;1--- !l..C,-,,flt:1',lo 
C..lY .. 1. .,_.o1ot ,_,,,.~~ oor tie 
•Ntm'>irte by • to O pa, ... 
ir, i.w GL Y 01!>01 l'lf SS. 
wh.,, ,he rodioton ~ 
bypanod. 
20 PRIM GLY DISCH 
PRESS LOW 
~40 ps1. 
< occuj qty +32 i:- i 
1 • RAD PRIM 
TR. - off (ctr} 
• GLY P•..W.PS -
OFF (momentarily) 
Gly disc:h press 
compatible with 
occum qty ind'? 
4 Sypos: Radiator 
• PRIM GLY TO 
RAD - BYP (pull) 
NOTE, 
lypau operation 
'>JS minutes can lead 
to ,ad frff%ing. 
occum prim il"ld = 07 
• PRIM ACCW 
FI LL vlv • ON 
untl I occum qty 




l J l1olote 11.1lt ht 
•xch 
e RAD PRIM HTR -
e~TO 
RAD - NORM 
e SUIT H~H 
PRIM GLY - BYI 
!£!!) 
D•cr 1topt, ? 
NO 
18 i1ola te ace.um 
• SUIT HT EXCH 
PRIM G LY -
FLOW 





PRI M GL Y ACCUM 
QTY LOW OR 
DECREASING 
SM2A- 03 - SCl 04 - (2) 
APOLL O OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
NO i-:.;.::.. __________ ,..1-:::!QT?~lN~~~UM 
YES 
YES 
e PRIM ACCLJ.\.'i 
Fi l l vlv - ON 
for 7 I II C 
Accum prim 1.Jfy 
returns to normal 
(30 - 65%)7 
NO 
Ntot1ua lly select 
"'d 1 





• PRIM GLY TO 
RAD - ~ 
YES 
10 Sel•c t rad 2 
• !CS RAD MAN 
SEL-~ 
Accum prim qty 
d•c r ? 
YES 
Gly d isch preu 
compa tible fo, indi-






e RAD PRIM HTR -
1 
• ~RIM ACCUM 
FILL vlv - ON 
e PRIM GLY°"l5 
RAD-~ 
Ve ri sensor 
e ECS G LY 
PU MPS - O FF 
• PRIM GL Y-
ACC UM vlv -
clott (CW) 
• PRIM ACCUM 
FILL vlv -~ 



















~, ·o~ ·•lO-M· 
*-~•.cl>fodi1. 
mss x:>ve:.- 1 ,..oc-• 
If H-e plyco : ~ , ,IO'I'" 
_ 5 ...... }t.1 ,.,,. ~- ~-
be- more- rcp,dlt drt.cleod Py 
m0f"'Mtori1 1 ploc1r-v """ Ill., 
oc.::\K'l'1 ..,fv vlf ohe1 eoc." 
component Is holated. 
With pump off, glycol dl1ch 
pr-au should aquo l 1/.4 C'l(.CUffl~ 
ulotor quantlty. 
u,. gly ditc:h p1en wh•n 
Pl.offlP off (mom.ntarlly) to 
esilmot• occum qty 1r,d. 
Rocliotor i'Olotlon volve, ,~'II• 
l7 MC to pOl;f<Ql'I. 
t-(olf ol •,diorOJ /.\_a, ••1.c":'>., 
copobil:ry 1011. 
Th• Mcondory radiator wl II 
fr«eu vnleu ""com:kiry 
coolant loop octlvot•d, 
U.. pdmory coolont loop In 
evaporot lv• mod• when 
rtqulred for G&N operation, 
Conltro!nh or• •vaporotor 
H20 con,umptlo", 
Cyc Un; the primary ECS 
glycol pump moy ftN o ttlck-
ll"G occumulotor be I low• , 
VIit+, rodiotOI\ l,y-poued, 
pump di sch prtiu h nominally 
2 p,i lower than with rodlo:tora 
optiroti.,g. 
Wirh GLV ?IJMP~ - OFF, 
,;I-, ~o! di'ld>c:ir')IE prns ,t.ould 
"<;,r. 1 ! J. ,r. .. ufl'l11lu1'U1 1uarn1r,, 
Octgroderl pl..-co1 pum~ may i.. 
vet ;f'i ,.d b-,. c.+,•ck•rtg Gl Y 
Pll:INI COLOP: AT( flaw 1nl.r: 
with M)'-'-.i 























Bas·c Oat .... , 
<•1'51 
o.og 
I s.. ........ ,...,1 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 








• p.,rom, )57 / JSB 
connector change • '""°"" .-va,) , .. rvlce 
pn:,ctldvr• per 
block 15 
SEC ECS RAD 
OlJT TEMP LOW 
EM DUE TO 
LOW CYCLIC 




food, and arlwit 
CSMuntllr.,ap 
Nfflp CNCr to normal 
• SEC COOi. 
£YAP• Mll'"' 




• R--,vlce Evap 
por blodt 15 




7---• Sl!C COOL 
EV"' -~"" 
- .. llfl. ... 





• SEC COOL 
EVAP • EVAP 
1-4 Man aYQD oa,nt 
Shutdic,.,n~•NC 
r,opwh~~ovt 
t.np r.odi•• 35'f 
and r90Cltlvot• wl,., 
•vop ovt """f) 
rlkJIChet~F 






~- ro, changing J57 °'"" 
J58 conn«tort.: 
o SEC COOL LOOP EVAP • 
• ~conn.Cfl:>rl 
• SEC COOL EVAP • EVAP 
'4pefitioft of .. I, 1Np-, lie --
O-...JS..-,~s ...... 
..-l»IT ~ ,._ ,;~ -- -
c:o,tw>llr~ 




~• llit, changMQ JS1 ...,.. 
J.51 a,f')l'leitJic-'1: 
• SEC C(>Ol fVAP • of! (<o,) 
• Oongeeoo,n.c.'°'1 
• SfC CC'Ol EVA,~ f:!.l! 
Page _____ _ 
SYMPTOM 
23 SEC fCS RAD OUT 
TEMP HIGH 
>7";:F(~~ 






SEC GLY DISCH 
PRESS LOW 
If sec occum qty 
1---+I ,!'1{)0%, shut 
26 
~a.., c- Date 
RAD SEC HTR -
OFF b~fore 
troubleshooting 
1---+l • SEC COOL 
PUMP - off (ctr) 
(moment~ 




• SEC COOL 
PUMP- ACl or 
(AC2) (H ,eqd) 
• ~EC HTR -
• ~i6ifP.~~d) 
';~C vlv - 'JOPN1 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
1 
• RAD SEC 
HTR - Q£E 




ation >15 min con 




ov t 15:::p ~~0~5fF 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP HIGH 
Reac.tivote htr 
1---=c,;,;.;;;.;..;;.;...jN 
• RAD SEC HTR -
on (up) 
Sec gly di1ch preu 
<39 ps i? 
SEC GLY DISCH 
PRESS LOW 
Rcactivoto rad 
• RAD SEC HTR -
• ~gr;~~) SEC 
v lv -~ 
YES 
unleu required. 
Check CO~ filtr.r, 




• Monitor RAD 
SEC OUT TEMP 
ind 
• Above 48"F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
OFF 
• Below 40°F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
on (up) 
4 
• Orient CSM 
for solar h~oting 
and/or incr elec 
loods 
3 • RAD SEC 
HTR - on (up) 
Attempt reduction 
of sec qty by 




co led, bypou 
rodiolon. 
7 1~1ate rod 
• RAD SEC HTR -
OFF 
• GLY TO RAD 
SEC vlv - BYP 
• Reduce CS 
loads 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Heater Of)f'lrot!on con be con-
firmed by ammeter chong(' 
during switching operation. 
A current will be: 
30 omp - both operating 
15 omp - one oprroling 
0 Aswm'!'s M,Condory loop Is in 
operation, Senior ti pow11red 
by cb ECS RAD CONT/HTRS 
MNA (MDC-5). 
0 Haota, of)('Jro t lon c:cin I>. con-
firmed by ornmete, chong«-
during ,witching operation. 
fl current wlll be: 
30 amp - bo th operating 
IS amp - one operating 
0 Us• SEC GLY EVAP OUT 
TEMP indicator with ECS 
RAD SEC IN TEMP Indicator 
to estimate secondary rodiotor 
out let temperature . 
.s-.s' 0 Normal range 30 -~ 
0 With glycol pump oH, glycol 
dhchorge preu should ~uaf 
J/4 accumulator quantity, 
0 Thh symptom i1 ol\O valid 
wh~n secOfldory glycol loop is 
not in operation. Accum qty 
~ dlsch preu semors 
powered by cb SEC COOL 
XDUCER (MDC-5) . Nonnol 
,ong• i, 30 - e., S ,S-
0 With pump oH, glycol dis-
charge pressure should equal 
1/4 gly cecum quontity. 
0 Humidity control and auit loop 
r.ooli11g not ovailoble rrom 
,econclory loop whon suit hi 
"Keh i1 bypouftd, A 9lycol 
lefll, will ,.Klll wh,..,,.v,., 1h11 
\l'r.ondmy ,ult ht ,-,u·h •-
u~,.,:11:mri rnvl,l ,,.~,,It It-, 
,;ily~ol tunlr11•1 "'''H1r> n 11u 
,uit !..,,--,p 
























l Verify senscir 
o SEC COOL 
PUMP - off (err) 
(momenta~ 
~~:/=po~bf';e" 
wi~ indicoted gly 
occumcity? 
NO 
S GLY DISCH SEC 
PRESS INST OR 
ACCUM SEC QTY 
INST FAILURE 
I • H2O QTY 
I ND .,, - YiAilf. 
Wast:e~~O qty 
YES 
5 . PRESS RELF 
se - OFF 
• H2O QTY IND 
SW - POT 
Deer stops? 
YES 
10 0 PRESS RELF 
se l - OFF 
Deer stops? 
I . POT H2O 
HlR - redundom bu• 
Water tanp lroa? 
NO 
1-.:..--r-J.Pot q ty lull? 
NO 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 





SEC GL Y ACCUM 
QTY DECREASING 
Doer stops? 
14 • PRESS RELF 
- BOTH 
2 holote pot tk 
• POT TK IN vlv -
.Q,Q& 
• H20 QTY IND 
,w-!Ql 
• Drow off I qt 
H2') (woter gun) 
Pot qty deer 5%? 
YES 
YES 
11 . PRESS RELF 
~I - .!_ 
Deer stops? 
NO 
4 DEGRADED SEC 
COOL LOOP PUMP 
7 o RAD SEC 
~~!p-JWJ) gly 
• Reduce e lac 
lo0d1 







Oiseh prcm and occvm qty 
sensor power~d by cb ECS 
SEC COOL XDUCERS (,) 
(MDC-5). 
Witt, glycol pump off, glycol 
dir.ch(rl'gt prenurt!' ,hould 
equal 1/4 occumulotor 
quantity. 
Incoming fuel cell water 
will still poss through this 
look. 
Thia fciilvre is not serious 
and will result in opproxi-
motely equal qoantitie1 
being maintained in potable 
and waste water tonks . 
Water evoporaton con be 
used by periodically opening 
the waste tonk inlet valve 
for approximately 2-3 minutes 
until the evaporator wicks 
ore saturated. Water line 
leakage will oc:eur during 
these periods. 
G) MonltOf cob in humidity. 
G) 
Check for woter in CM, 
System is usable. Quantity 
uaginQ eopobl lity is 
compromised. 
G) If suited, pu'll~ wit periodlc:olly. 
..,Law tie V c, f, I, , 1P-
"'9(·b firtlJ;.,11 lop lb/; I el ,., 













Bas' c ::''l+e 
POlt\i. '2Wf•E. }Mw ,◄i 
SM2A-03-SC 104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
l Slrnultoneous ~Ya;E.,S __ _.. 1 _ ....... ~2!.J.t,k~•~;v!:l•~to~-~.!221!...---l 
1-..... - .. r::p,::'.lm and sec loop For simultaneous cool loop opitro-,. 
operation desired? tlon only rod or one cool loop 
NO t:ur~}>• uktd. For loop bypou-
• PRIM/(SEC) GLY TO RAD 
vlv-fil 
• PRIM/(SEC) RAD HTR -
Qff. 
o PRIM EVAP H20 
• f gNi-,o~ HTR -
off (c~) 
• ECS IND sel - SEC 
• GLY 10 RAD ~ vlv -
NORM {rad open) 
• nc'.cOOL PLM P -
AC! (o, AC2) 
• nc'. GL YDISCH PRESS 
ind - _-. 39 psi 
• RAD SEC HTR -~ 
{rod open) 
• SEC EVAP H20 CONT -
AUTO 
• ~AP STM AUTO 
-MM,! 
If o return to • ~COL EVAP - EVAP 
• GLY EVAP STM INCR 




lnltfote monwl ti n 
• ~~~n~z;~ v,nt nvtl■t to tun 
• GLY EVAP STM AUTO -~ 
• GLY EVAP STM INCR - l!:Ki\ 
.S Deoctlvat. tee: I 
• RAD SEC HTR - OFF 
• SEC COOL EV AP°7 
RESET for 58 ,oc then 
Wti:b • OL PUMP -
• ~AP H70 CONT-
OFF 
o ~v'"E❖AP IN TEMP-
• GLYEVAPH20FLOW~~' 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP vlv -
(to obtain rim evop out 'll!_le_-:1 ) 
GLY EVA STM INCR -~
(6-7 NC) 
1 March 1~9_6~8 __ _ 
• GLY EVAP H20 
FLOW - ON 
1 min - .,rrc~, 
15 min 
Gly cr..-ap t■mp out NO 
<47°F 
Change Date 
o SUIT HT EX~LY -
~(lf,eqd) 
Activate prim loop 
• ECS IND 1el - Pfl:IM 
• PRIM G~Y TO VJ! -
NORM 
• m:v-l'l.\',IPS - 1 AC! 
• PRIM G~Y DISCHPifESS 
lnct - ;> ,49 pli 
o RAO PRIM HTR - 1 
o GLY EVAP IN TEMP -
AUTO 
• l'l!Wi"EVAP H20 CONT-
AUTO 
• cn'YEV AP STM AUTO -
AUTO 
o 'l'l!m"GLY EVAP OUT 
TEMP ind - 40-50°F 
o SUIT HT EX1:H=c)N 
for 30 •c• than off~) 
o CAB TEMP - Ac,rn--
Service ■vap 
6 RCIM.lfflenorm opr 
o GLY EVAP STM AUTO -
AUTO 
• GlVEYAP HiQ FLOW -
AUTO 
• GlVEvAP IN TEMP -
AUTO 
• 1'1M GLY TO RAD 
NO'<M 
o J;{ol'"RIM HTlt 
• RAO SEC HTR - FF 
• SEC COOL PUMP-
ofl (c") 






G&N, OS£, and Signal Condi-
1ioncr1 or• no• coldpla,!'d or, 
1econdary loop. Vt.oge wt\;h 'o,-
thi1 ew i?"lf'"' ort" a, follo~ 
G&N 17% dufy eye la with ,n0,1111 
-- on time of 1 hr SS min, 
DSE 
" 
If one pooel of th• primary rodlo~ 
iJ 1011, th• secondary rodfO.tOC' 
t.hovld bo u~, othefWia• lit• 
)e<Qf'dory rod iotor wll l be lo•t d..,-
l'O hee:rin". 
Operation of bott-1 eoolonl loop,1 
1imultoneo1.tsly may rewlt 1,, lll'W 
rod out temp . To prK lud• rod 
frffxing, tuminot• evap ap.-otton 
if pov.lbte , 
,.,lmary glycol evoporoto, r.mp« .. 
oh.tr• Inlet con he opproxlfl\ot.d 
by ,econdary rodlato, ln l~t 
temp..-otur•. 
SPACE DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
PROPOSED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES CHANGE l'IIAN~s 11 rEPEIU::NCE (IF APPLICABLE) DATE J ~ :J.3 1-14- 69 
INITIATED BY DEPT & GROUP I SC EFFECTIVITY SUSPENSE DATE 
A. G. Weimar/G. Johnson SC 106 & Subs , r 
C SM AOH 0 V LU ME 2 ~ /:el, 6'1 
SC 
104 A.0.H. 
BASIC OR CHANGE DAT E 
15 November 1968 
PAGE NO. 
5-96 
TIME, PARA, OR STEP NO. 
SPS Malf Proc. 11 
DETAIL CHANGE (Use exact handbook wording): 
Revise malfunction procedure number 11 per the attachment. 
REASON: 
Symptoms do not consider no oxid temp control. Malfunctions do not consider the 
possibility of a fuel or oxidizer (but not both) heater failure. SC 106 and Subs 
do not have heaters and gauging on same circuit breakers. 
(l9. AP PRt"l VE I) o/<> 
0 D!SAPPI,O VED 
QAPPROVED 
D DI- APPROVED 
DISPOSITION 
SlGNATURE AND T ITLE) 
r:;:,._ (z:;-
NASA (SIGNATURE AND TITLE) DATE 
~~1'iPTCM 
11 r NO PRf-LNT ( .r 
l. TFJ~P CONTROL 
lla 
rNO OXID TEMP CONTROL 











I r SPS LINE 






41 •SPS LINE 
HTRS - A/B 
FUEL AND OXI 
TEMP INCR? 
FUEL ( OXID) ONLY 
HI GH AND/ OR I NCR 





















45 - 75°F. 
Assumes CSM not in 
i nertial hold mod e 
which might normally 
result in differenc es 
b etween SPS pr pln~ e~p 
and SPS oxid line 
Use unfailed inst r1 ~ta-
tion for SPS prpln fomp. 
! 
Prplnt t emp may br 
incr by CSM orient-6'G'ion 
or by firing SPS J 
engine . 
@ Use SPS line htrs 
,--~~=:===~~ SW position A/ B T6~ -
r- f SPS LINE. 9 SPS pr plnt t emp con t r ol. FUEL ( OXID ) ONLY HTRS - A B YES FUEL (OXID ) LOW A..~D/OR DECR FUEL ( OXID ) t--,t LINE HTRS . CD Th ese fail ures may be distinguish ed 
beb;een after the 
next SPS burn wnen 
t h e lin e temp wil l 
i ncr ease. 
TEMP INCR? A FAILED 
NO 




I F A/ B POSITION OF HTR SW HAS 
BEEN REQD FOR TEMP CONTROL, SPS 









TB A AND/OR 
TB B ABNORMAL 
DOCK PROBE EXTD/REL - I 
EXTD/REL 
CSM attached to S IVB 
Norma I response on 
tb is gray to bp to 
gray in approx. 












PORM 2ffl•E New 11•87 
NO 
SMZA-03-SCl 03-(2) 




Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 One tb is sufficient for 
docking. 
0 This failure considered 
remote. System operable, 
but no cues ore available. 
0 This failure considered 
remote. Docking should 
not be attempted . 
0 Docking should not be 
attempted. 
SM-2A-1746B 
Page ______ _ 
u 
~1S r:,, flv~ 1/2-4 
N ( f...-~ l( 2-'is 
~ ao._~ /lPJIJ-Ub.~ 
~~fa J/4v 
.~o-~~ d ~t~ 






Light on if: 
la 
> I. 0 lb/hr (ofter 




>0. 45 lb/I,, 
Basic Date 
FORM 2 99'1- E New 11- 67 
~0:_J~~, 
0 2 flow high? 
YES 
light is poss ible 
indication of cabin 
21 
• DEMAND 




29 o EMER CABIN 





37 • EMER CAB 





J9 NO. I EMER 
CAB PRESS REG 
FAILED OPEN 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
A POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
N O 
PROCEDURE 
2 Verify ind 





l-...a.1--...J PRESS LOW 
OR DECR 
Cha n g e Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Normal range 0.25 to 0.45 lb/hr. 
G) Continue wi th 02 Flow Hi pro-
cedure and use C/W It and surge 
tonk b leed down as indication of 
02 flow. 
0 Typical HI CRYO TK-SURGE 
TK ,IP, 
100 PSI ::::: 2.5 lb/I,, 
150 PSI Z 3.5 lb/h, 
400 PSI ::::: 5. 5 lb/h, 
0 Placing the MAIN REG A & 8 -
CLOSED and noting a decrea se 
in 02 flow wi ll vali da te the sensor 
indication. 
8 This action verifi es ttia1:'7na dvert-
ent ly opened val ve has not caused 




0 If leak is not isolated and 02 flow 
' rem ai ns high, mission t ime may be 
extended by shutting off the moi n 
02 regu lators, re-opening them 
when necessary to maintai n ca bin 
pressure and for actuation of the 
cyclic accumu la tors. ~ ()u.Jf\~E. 
Placing ~A,STE • 'T 8ft:.et lt 4 
val ve to _~ - rmay prevent the 
cabin relief va lve from actua ting. 
® PRESS- TO-TEST operation may 
resea l leaky peel va lve . 
SM-2A-1 503D 










Light on if: 
> 1. 0 lb/hr (ofter 
16 sec time delay) 




FORM 2997·£ New 11·67 







light is possible 
indication of cabin 
decompression if 
cabin also low or 
~•DEMAND 





~ • DEMAND 
REG se l - BOTH 
• REPRESSO~ 
g,g_g_ 
Oz flow deer? 
NO 
~ • EMER CABIN 
PRESS sel - OFF 
PRESS se l - BOTH 







3~ • EMER CAB 





~ NO . l EMER 





L •l12J • VerifyCAB 




• DIRECT 02 vlv -
close (CW) 
02 flow deer? 
0 2 flow deer? 
YES 
~~H;ghfbw 
caused by open vlv 
I 0 2 flow dee,? IYES ~ .. E _LEAKING I 
• H2O/ G LY 
TK REG sel -.l.. 
• H2O/ GLY TK 
RELF sel - j_ 
• DEMAND REG 
sel - O FF 
Hi cryo tk - surge 
tk 6..P used to 
determine magni-
tude of leak rote 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Normal range 0.25 to 0.45 lb/hr. 
0) Continue with 02 Flow Hi pro-
cedure and use C/W lt and surge 
tonk bleed down as indica tion of 
02 flow. 
0 Typical HI CRYO TK- SURGE 
TK ,l P, 
100 PSI ;:; 2.5 lb/h, 
150 PSI Z 3 .5 lb/h, 
400 PSI ;:; 5.5 lb/h, 
0 Placing the MAIN REG A & B -
CLOSED and noting a decrease 
in 02 flow will validate the sensor 
indication. 
G This action verifies tho~nadvert-
ently opened valve has not caused 
increased 02 flow. ~
}llC~~..,_,.~ • 
~~~ -~~-







0 If leak is not isolated and 02 flow 
remains high, mission time may be 
extended by shutting off the main 
02 regu la tors , re-opening them 
when necessary to maintain cabin 
pressure and for actuation of the 
cyclic occumulators .§J(),.Vft(.E;, ...i 
Placing f~ • .''!)'~ TE I 'T Bft>tll f I 
va lve to _~ - nmoy prevent the 
cabin re li ef valve from actuating. 
0 PRESS- TO-TEST operation may 
reseal leaky peel val ve . 

















FORM 2991-E New 11· 87 
• SUIT H2O 
ACC-UM AUTO -
Verify o 2 






Momentary flow incr? 
YES 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
NO 
PROCEDURE 






• SUIT H2O 
ACCUM ON - J__ 






53 • H2O ACCUM 
2 - OFF 







or iginal WI 
configuration 




CABIN PRESS HIGH 
OR INCREASING 
• 0 2 PRESS 
IND SW - I!Ll. 






• SRG TK 02 vlv -
OFF 
• DIRECT 02 vlv -
OPEN (CCW) 
• Iner 02 flow to 
0.95 lb;1,r for 
45 sec 
02 flow ind 
rema ins at 1.0 lb/hr? 
Surge tk press 
con be verified by 
placing PLSS 02 
vlv - ON 
NO 
OBSTRUCTION 
OF 02 RESTRICT -
ORS, FILTERS, OR 
LINE 
An obstruct ion 
1severely limits 02 
supply rate. May 
essentially lim it sup-
ply to that available 
in CM (surge tk plus 
repress 02 tk) 
8 Reopen 02 v lv 
• PLSS 02 vlv -
0 N (when surge 
tk deer to 500 psi) 
• SRG TK 02 vlv -
ON 
Change Date _________ _ 
REMARKS 
Removes power from H20 
accumu lator. 
H20 occumu lotor con be monuo I ly 
operated. 
Mox 02 bleed into suit loop will 
be 0.77 lb/hr (from which metabol ic 
use and cabin leakage will be taken), 
This failure does not necessari ly 
preclude manual operation of the 
affected H20 accumulator . 
Cycling operation may free sticking 
valve. 
loss of electrical cyclic control of 
affected H20 accumulator. 
Periodic manual valve operat ion 
the only means of actuating H20 
accumulator. 
0 Normal range 0 . 25 - 0.45 lb/hr . 
0 MSFN con distinguish between these two fa il ures. 
SM- 2A-l 504E 









< 4.7 psi 
Basic Date 




Verify cab press 
o2 FLOW HI 
SUIT PRESS Ind 
cCAB PRESS ind? 
NO 
SM2A-03- SC104-(2) 
A POLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOO K 
PROCEDURE 
o2 (H2) CRYO 
PRESS HI 
5 
• SRG TK 02 
NO 
8 Isolate repress 
02 tk(s) 
• REPRESS O 2 -
gQg_(verify) 




I? MAIN REG A 
VLV FAILED OPEN 
OR RELF VLV 
LEAKING 
• REPRESS 02 
RELF - close (CCW) 




• MAIN REG B-
Cob press steps incr? 
NO 
IJ • PLSS 02 
vlv - FILL until 
REPRESS 02 PRESS 
ind reads 8)0 psi 
• PLSS 02 vlv -
OFF 
IS O LEAK 
.__ ____ ,. BETWE1N MAIN 
REG AND 02 
FLOW SENSOR 









Use highest cryo tonk indication 
to estimate surge tonk preuure. 
Cabin pressu ~ .3 psi is normal 
ofter insertion. Normal range is 
4.7 to 5.3 psi. 
If subsequent 02 mask use is nec-
essary, position 02 PLSS vlv lo 
Fl LL. Excessive 02 consumption 
resu1B. 
This step may require considerable 
time. 
MSFN con distinguish between 
these two failures by reporting 
02 system pressure. 
Maintain fully suited mode. Exces-
sive 02 consumption if cabin pres-
sure is mointoined, The suit circuit 
should be purged to eliminate 
accumulated H2 os fol lows: 
o. Periodic purge (every 6 hours} 
DIRECT 02 VLV - open (fully) 
for one minute then closed. 
b. After use of water gun for 
drinking, provided 02 supply 
permits. DIRECT 02 vlv - open 
(fully) for 8 seconds then closed. 
Maintain close position on lecking 
volve. Cobin pressure relief valve 
redundancy lost. 
SM-2A- 1505E . 










FORM 2997-E New 11•67 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
Cab temp indication? 
NORMAL 
Uncorrected high 
humidity will cause CO2 
filter swelling. Check 
filters hourly f0f canister 
clearance and replace 







10 Mon temp control 
• CAB TEMP - MAN_ 
• PRIM CAB TEMP 
vlv - HOT (CCW) 
as req to restore .or COLD (CW) as 
comfort req to restore 
PRIM GL Y EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
ECS 
27 l 
SEC GLY DlSCH 
PRESS LOW 




---I_--,~. __ ~,_--.. 
normal? YES 
If cold: 
SUIT CKT HUMIDITY HIGH 
o CAB FAN (both) - OFF (to stop flow 
thru cold cab ht exchf 
All 
CREWMEN 
l-.:....-.r- Cl inging suit for 
ONE 
CREWMAN 
o SUIT FLOW , 




SUIT FLOW VLV 
AND PGA 
NO 
1 March 1968 
Check CO2 tapes. 
CO2 sensor may be 
inaccurate with 
dirty screen. 
Verify vo Ive 
positions 
• DEMAND REG 
sel-.BQJJ:i 
• SUIT FLOW vlv 
(3) - FLOW 
• SU IT TEST vlv -
OFF 
o, 
• DON PGA's 
If hot: 
• Cool cab by sec cool loop 
or 
• Don PGA1s 
or 
• CAB FAN (both) - O FF (to reduce flow 











JO BOTH MAIN 02 
REG FAILED CLOSED 
Change Date _2_0_J_un_e_l_.9'"'"6_8_ 
REMARKS 
(!) If secondary glycol system is 
flowing through cabin heat 
exchanger, temperature con-
trol is obtained by manually 
positioning secondary cabin 
te·mperature control valve. 
(v Cabin temperature changes 
are slow reacting . 
If uncomfortable condition is 
severe, proceed directly to 
step 10. 






SUIT COM PR 
dPLOW 
<0. 32 psi 
B a sic Date 
Suit compr 
.:1 P zero? 
NO 
. Suspect SUIT 
COM PR l (o, 2) -
_Qff. 
Su it compr .d P drops 
to zero? 
• Redundant SUIT 




If su ited , su it com-
pressors may remain 
inoperati ve for no 
longer than one 
::i:~t:~  ~::ri-
7 SUIT COMPR 
INDICATOR FA ILURE 
13 • DEMAND 
RE G se l - BO TH 
• H20 ACCUM 
(bo th) - O FF 




12 • SUIT COMPR 
l J DEGRADED 
OUTPUT O F BOTH 
COM PR. TWO 
COMPR O PERATI ON 
REQ UI RED FOR 
CREW COMFORT. 
• DIRECT 02 vlv -
OPE N (CCW) o, 
,eq 
REMARKS 
0 Subsequent con,pressor 
operation verified by monitor-
ing supp l y hose flow and 
humid i ty l eve l. 
0 Pressure ris e across s u it 
compressor is 0. 36 psi i n 
cabin mode (5 . 0 psi) and 
0 . 26 psi at emergency suit 
pressu r e ( 3. 75 psi) . 
Suit conip r .d P of O, l psi w ill 
a dequately scrub cabin ai r for 
unsuited operation . 
0 With this vent open COz P P 
will remain< 7. 6 mm Hg for 77 ~.,a. yf'Jl, inutes aft er compressors failed. 
0 Humidity and COz control lost._. 
lnadeq uate suit ve n t il ation 
ob tained by openin g DIRECT 
Oz VL V . PGAs w ill balloon 
up to 0 .32 psi above cab in if in 
s u ited mode. Use emergency 
Oz masks if in cabin mode 
0 Slightly ballooned can be 
verified by the suit-to-cabin 
.O.P indicato r >ze ro . C a bin 
t o suit .O.P maintained at 2. 5 
to 3 . 5" HzO. 
0 Recycling valve several times 
may correct e x cessive Oz flow. 
0 Leaking Oz demand regulator 
is still ope r ational and may be 
used for d e prcssurizcd cabin 
mode . 
0 HzO accumu l ato r s maybe used 
manua ll y for HzO r emoval 
with excessive Oz usage . 
SM-2A-1 507E 
Change Date _________ _ · Page ______ _ 
SPACE DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION 
PROPOSED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES CHANGE 
CHANGE<!s 1-1 /3 ~(p REFERENCE (IF APPLICABLE) DATE l-a\-69 
INITIATED BY ! DEPT & GROUP I SC EFFECTIVITY SUSPENSE DATE •• Bagu& ,,,.,21. 104 & Sab• 
CSM AOH VOLUME 2 
SC 
104 
BASIC OR CHANGE DATE 
a> Jaa11a17 1969 
PAGE NO. TIME, PARA, OR STEP NO. 
11&1.hnotloa 116 
DETAIL CHANGE (Use exact handbook wording): 
Change ECS aal.tlacUon a,mptan 1/J.6 per att,aohed. Ihm. Del..t• proe.Sv. blook lS 
and lWlllllbv nba..-t bloota. 
H0'1'E; Thi• change hu DO\ been inaOl'pOl"ated tr, IR in \he 20 JemJ&r7 1969 
i■awa ot SM2A...Q)-SCl.04-(2). 
REASON: 
Partial hMld.nc ocoun in ~otion With ew.poratoza 'DJJ'-011\." A.ttaehecl l'ff.laiaa 
WU ..... ~ Uecl cm. CSI lOJ ru.,llt attet' --•o••.Nl. rweNUiq ........ 





NASA (SIGNATURE AND TITLE) DATE 
D DISAPPROVED 
FORM 3975-E NEW 12-67 





! I I 











SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) _,. 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK ~ ! 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
Uncorrected high 
humidity will cause 
CO2 filter swelling. 
Check filters hourly 
for canister clear-
ance and replace if 





Verify waste tk qty 







Hg , go to shirt sleeve 
operation and use 
emerg 02 masks 
YES • SUIT CKT H2O ACCUM ON -_1_ 
1-'-".a...----~ (or 1) for 20 sec 
10 • SUIT H2O ACCUM 
AUTO - ctr 
• SUIT HiQACCUM ON -
1 {or 2) for 10 sec 
NOTE: Repeat several times 
at I minute intervals 
NOTE: 02 FLOW HI light may come 
• SUIT CKT HT 
• Connect ee end of UTH to Q D at 
ECU finterfoce J) 
• SUIT CKT H20 ACCUM AUTO - ct, 
• Cycle SUIT CKT HiQ ACCUM ON .w 
between -1 and -2 positions at 2 min 
intervals - -
• Cont cycling until air is removed 
(3 cycles max) 
• Disconnect UTH at ECU 
• Reconnect H2() line at interface J 
• SUIT CKT H20 ACCUM ON - I 









blocked urine dump 
line can be conclud-
ed only if thewaste 
H20 tonk quantity 
has been verified 
full. See ste 8. 
EXCH - off (ct,) l"'Y ... ES _____ -
• Verify SUIT HT 
EXCH PRIM (SEC) 
Gl Y vlv - FLOW 
--No 










Bockup CO2 tapes should be used 
to confirm CO2 PP indication 
accuracy. 
Quantity verification is valid only 
if 02 flow rote is<0.45 lb/hr be-
fore test, 
Operation is verified by 02 FLOW 
indicator pegging high within a ten 
minute period . 
Operation of NO. l (or 2) Hi() 
accumulator may still be p:mible. 
This con be verified by placing 
H20 ACCUM 1 (or 2) vo lve to 
MAN for 10 second then OFF 
noting a high 02 flow while valve 
is in MAN position. 
If a ropid increase in waste water 
quantity is noted, release SUIT 
H20 ACCUM ON switch. 




In the primary ht exchanger mode, 
this failure could be coused by a 
motor or control switch failure. 
Humidity ond woter coming out of 
suit supply hose should be greater 
thon that caused by condensation 
fm!n cold structure before pro-
ceE!ding to this step. 
SM- 2A-1508E 
Page ______ _ 
)(. • t>isc. u~o 
&V/1,f' l <i•.J 













9 NO. I (OR ·2) 




• SUIT H2O 
ACCUM ON - I 
(or .1) for 10 se~ 






Assumes SU IT FLOW RELF va lve is 
OFF. 
Backup CO2 tapes should be used 
to confirm CO2 PP indication 
accuracy. 
Quantity verification is valid on ly 
if 02 flow rate is<0.45 lb/hr be-
fore test . 
Operation is verified by 02 FLOW 
indicator pegging high within o ten 
minute period. 
Opera tion of NO . 1 (or 2) H20 
accumulator may still be pouible. 
This can be verified by placing 
H2O ACCUM I (or 2) vol ve to 
MAN for 10 sec and then OFF 
noting a high 02 flow while valve 
is in MAN position. 
If o rapid increase In waste water 
quantity Is noted, release SUIT 
H2O ACCUM ON switch. 
Oporotlon of NO. I (or 2) H2O 
acci..mulator 1tlll operable by 
manual actuation of solenold 
switch. 
In the primary ht exchanger mode, 
this fai lure could be caused by a 







'2 Fh.......- v 
~~ 
anual CO2 portial pressure 
contro l can be accompli shed by use 
of DIRECT 02 vlv operotion, or 
" . 
;:gS::t:£r:~d(k . vi) J 
!I ■ C j 
SM-2A-~ 
Change ·Date ________ _ Pag~ _____ ,&_o_P 
SYMPTOM 
II ,---C-R_E_W __ _, 
UNCOMFORTABLE 





APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
Uncorrected high 
~o'~d;iie~is~:1i~~=• 
Check filters hourly 
for canister clear-
ance and replace if 






Verify waste tk qty 
• SUIT Hi() ACCUM AUTO - ~ 
YES • SUIT CKT H2O ACCUM ON - ..!._ 






- If CO2 PP 
increases >7. 6 mm 
Hg, go to shirt sleeve 
operation and use 
emerg 02 masks 
~---r.-=-__, ~ 02 FLOW HI light may come 
10 o SUIT H:P ACCUM 
AUTO - ctr 
02 flow deer < I .0 lb/hr after max 
of 15 sec? 
• SUIT Hi(iACCUM ON - •1---------..J 
1 (or 2) for 10 sec ,-"""' ____ ..,. 
NOTE: Repeat several times 
at 1 minute Intervals 
02 flow pegs high when 
switch Is actuated? 







PRIM GL Y SEC GL Y 








I CO2 port press 
~-=---+r.;nd-:>7.6mm Hg? CO2 PP HI 
L==Y::E=LL::o=w==-.1 
Ck CO2 absorber 
fi ters 
light on if: 
CO2 PP>7 .6 mm Hg 
12or------~ 









FORM 299'7-E New 11•6'1 
YES 
• Position CO2 ca nister 
diverter v lv hand le 
alterrC:: ly to A and]. 
to obtain stab ii ized 
CO2 PP readings 
• Change canister with 
highest CO2 reoding 










Assumes SUIT FLOW RE LF va lve is 
OFF. 
Backup CO2 tapes should be used 
to confirm CO2 PP indication 
accuracy. 
Quantity verification is valid only 
if 02 flow rote is<0.45 lb/hr be-
fore tes t . 
Operation is verified by 02 FLOW 
indicator pegging high within a ten 
minute period. 
Operation cf NO. 1 (er 2) H20 
acc1.HT1ulator may still be paulble. 
This can be veri fied by placing 
H2O ACCUM l (ar 2) va lve ta 
MAN for 10 sec: and then OFF 
noting a high 02 flow while val ve 
is In MAN position. 
If o rapid increase In waste water 
quantity ii noted, release SUIT 
H2O ACCUM ON switch. 
Oporatlan af NO. l (ar 2) H2O 
ac:cUT1ulatar ttlll operable by 
manual actuation of 1olenold 
switch. 
anuol CO2 partial pressure 
control con be accomplished by use 
of DIRECT 02 v lv operation, or 
emergency 02 masks con be used. 
~ t:t:£ P'li.~ l"' 
e ■ ) 
SM-2A-~ 











CO2 PP HI 
12or-------, 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP LOW 
Uncorrected high 
~o~d;the~i~:ti~~;. 
Check filters hourly 
for canister clear-
ance and replace if 
swelling is suspected 
YES 
10 o SUIT H2O ACCUM 






o SUIT H2' 
o SUIT CK 








• SUIT H20ACCUM ON - •1-------
l (or2)for10sec 
NOTE : Repeat several times 
ot l minute intervals 
02 flow pegs high when 
switch 11 actuated? 
17 






PRIM GLY SEC GLY 
DISCH PRESS DISCH PRESS 
LO W LOW 
NO 
EXCH :. off (ctr) 
• Verify SUIT HT 
EXCH PRIM (SEC) 
GLY vlv -~ 
Suit temp deer? 
SECONDARY -., _ _.,,.__-I LOOP 
Ck CO2 absorber 
• Position CO2 canister 
diverter v lv handle 
alternately to A and J} 
to obta in stabilized 
CO2 PP readings 
• Change canister with 
highest CO2 readi ng 





CO2 PART PRESS 
LOW l-_;_ _ _.~SE~N~2 :; LURE 










Assumes SUIT FLOW RELF va lve is 
OFF, 
Backup CO2 tapes should be used 
to confirm CO2 PP indication 
accuracy. 
Quantity verification is valid only 
if 02 flow rote is<0.45 lb/ hr be-
fore test. 
Operation is verified by 02 FLOW 
indicator pegging high within a ten 
minute period. 
Operation of NO. 1 (or 2) H20 
accumulator may still be possible. 
This con be verified by F'locing 
H2O ACCUM I (or 2) va lve to 
MAN for l O sec and then OFF 
noting a high 02 flow whlle val ve 
is in MAN position. 
If a rapid increase In waste water 
quantity is noted, release SUIT 
H2O ACCUM ON ,wHch. 
Operotlon of NO, I (o, 2) H2O 
acc1.mulatar stlll operable by 
manual actuation of solenold 
switch. 
IIA-Jt-w-.... C<n. Pf 1-\1 
.,..,....:41" ku, 
. 1:f....v ~ 




fh-w-v " ~~ 
anual CO2 partial pressure 
control con be accomplished by use 
of DIRECT 02 vlv operation, or 
emergency 02 masks con be used. 
~ t:::t:f P.'li.~ (J.1; 
!II } 
SM-2A-i..aoi,..l, 
Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 
IS08 Page ______ _ 





CO2 FILTER q) I 
SE IZURE 
l EXCESS IVE 
1---+llss'wiwELLI NG OF CO2 
WITHIN 
CANISTER I FILTER 
?.: ,_: '™"= 
... 
r 
>60• 1wo fJi•r 
('?15"~ .... 
,\ ..,n,...- o.-\, ,'t) 
' •>IS-W:-
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
2 Singl e can ister operation 
• SUIT FLOW RE LF - OFF 
• CO2 cstr d ivert v lv - both (ctr) 
• Divert flow through se ized filter 
mom en tori ly when replacement 
of operational filter is required. 




PRIM G LY ) 
EVAP OUT i) 
TEMP LOW -r-
• 1 Because of thermal 
Constraints involved there 
would be time to verify ECS 
rod out temp with MS'fN as 
rod temp was dropping . 
@ H.t r operat ion con be con-
firmed during sw operation 
by A current (15 amps for 
fu ll ht-r vs 7 1/2 amps for 
single e lement) . 
Q· Hea ter is shut off to ovo id 
possibility of boiling g lycol 
in li nes with low flow rotes. 
0 MSFN can a id in determining 
g ly evap operat ion by com-
poring g ly evap temp in and 
_temp out . 
@ Use norm prim rod in temp 
and a bsence of H20 bai ling 
to est imate pr im rod out 
temp . 
B Pone l 1 between +Y ond - Z, 
Pane l 2 between -Yand - Z 
@ Rad flow blockage cannot be 
disti nguished from stagnated 
panel . Reduce elec loads 
for sing le panel operat ion . 
•RAD F"t..DW COI.Jt 
~ --o - ..L 
B a sic D a te 1 March 1968 Change Date · 20AJ 





IJ CO2 FILTER 
SEIZURE 











APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Single canister operat ion 
• SU IT FLOW RELF - OFF 
• CO2 cstr divert vlv - both (ctr) 
• Divert flow through seized filter 
momentarily when replacement 
of operational filter is required. 
• Use CO 2 PP ind as filter 
replacement ind 
C/W FAILURE 
NO Gly evap 
~a:....w--:o'.:'.perotion 
. I \..________,;,_~_____,.;.._______.......J, 
>60°Fo,ofJi0f' 
().1~" ~ .... 
' \vn,.- o.-\. ,-l) 
' • )ts-.=-
Basic Date 
FORM 2997-E New 11-67 
I PRIM 
DISC 
PRES: I LOW 
l March 1968 
X 
\ 10 
0 H.tr operation con be con-
firmed during sw operat ion 
byd current (15 amps for 
full htr vs 7 1/2 amps for 
single e lement). 
Q· Heater is shut off to avoid 
possibil ity of boiling glycol 
in lines with low flow rates. 
e MSFN con aid in determining 
gly evop operation by com-
poring gly evop temp in and 
Jemp out. 
@ Use norm prim rod in temp 
and absence of H20 boiling 
to estimate prim rad out 
temp. 
G Panel 1 between +Y and - Z, 
Pone I 2 between -Y and -z 
@ Rad flow blockage cannot be 
distinguished from stagnated 
panel. Redvce elec loads 
far single panel operation. 
Q Primary radiator outlet tem-
perature > 60°F not abnormal 
when associated with high 
electrical loads (>2000 watts). 
~ PRIM GL Y EVAP STM PRESS 
readings of 0 . 10 and 0. 14 psi 
correspond to PRIM Gl Y 
EVAP OUT TEMP readings of 
35° and 43°F, respectively. 
V Heater operation may be 
confirmed during switching 
operation by A current (15 
amps for full heater vs 71/2 
amps for single element) , 
~ Primary radiator inlet tem-
perature and absence of water 
boiling can be used to estimate 




j' -to • J\..t,,J.,, 








?.; ,_: '™"= 
. 
>wr-r,&•r 
('11 '50 ~ .... 







APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Sing le canister opera t ion 
1 EXCESS IVE 
SWELL\ NG OF CO2 
FILTER 
• SU IT FLO W RELF .. O FF 
• CO 2 cstr divert vlv - both (c tr) 
• Divert flow through se ized fi I ter 
mom entaril y when replacement 
of operational filte r is required. 
• Use CO 2 PP ind as filt er 
replacement ind 
• Orient CSM to di rect 
stagnated panel toward 
• RAD FLOW CO NT 
AUTO - I 
• RAD FLOW CONt 
PWR .. PWR 
• Wa it 17~for iso lati on 
v lv to pos ition 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PWR CONT - off (ct,) 
NO Gly evap 
L.:.;::.._o.1"-0-'.pera tion 
Gly evap prim out · 
temp < 43° and gly 
evap prim stm press 
< 0.14 psi? 
17 Verify thawing by 
repeati ng step 9 at approx 
20 mi n intervals. 
NGTE : If failure continues, 
isolate blocked panel and 
.ori ent CSM .for most favor-
able heal re jection . 
NO 
6 Check redundant 
ow cont 
• RAD FLOW 
CONT AUTO -
' redundan t cont 
ECS rad temp 
prim out deer? 
YES 
• RAD ·PR IM HTR .. 1 
• RAD FLOW CONT 
PWR .. PWR 
• RAD FLo\V CONT 
A,UT O - AUT O 
PRIM I HTR 
1 March 1968 
(ti Htr operati on con be con-





SYMPT AP SMZA-03 S 
-
___ O:.:_:M~~-- ==~~~O:L~L~O~~O~P~E~-~C~l~0:4~-}(}2) RATIONS H PROCEDURE AN=DB=_o_o;.:K.:..,_ _ 7 _____ _ 
REMARKS 
FORM2w1-E Basic Date 




ACTI VA Tl l~ LOOP 
Change D ate 
After the prim I 
temp returns to gn~;,vop and 
deactivate th al, 




Primary evaporator lost• 
Procedure for h and J53 c onging J52 
• G connectors: 
LY EVAP H 0 
off (center) 2 FLOW-
• ;UTLYOEVAP STM PRESS 
- MAN 
• ~~~ EVAP IN TEMP-
: ,g,tnge J52 and J53 
AlJiiVAP H20 FLOW -
• GLY EVA AUTO p STM PRESS 
-AUTO 
• GLY EVAPINTEM 
AUTO P-






16 PRIM GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP HIGH 
Basic Date 
FORM 299'7•E New 11•67 
!B EVAP WAS 
AWZEN 
NOTE: If problem 
recur5, change J52 
with J53 and repeat 
step 11. 
24 • GLY EVAP 
STM AUTO -
MAN 
o GLY EVAP STM 
INCR - DECR 
{not less~ 
0,1 psi) 
Stm press deer? 
NO 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 







· • GLY EVAP IN 
TEMP - MAN 
• GLY EVAP IN 
TEMP vlv -
MIN CCW 
9 •SEC COOL 
■• "vr---:cPUMP - ACl ._ _____ _. • SEC COOL 
FROZEN 
STM DUCT 
12 Reservice evap 
• ~~WE~iNH[f~ 
2min) -





loop with rod by-
passed (per SSR-1) 
if prim rod out temp 
>48°F 
EVAP - EVAP 
Sec gly evop stm 
press deer? 
13 
• GLY EVAP 
STM AUTO -
AUTO 
• GLY A 
FLOW - ON 
(for2min) 
YES 
21 TEMP EVAP 
HiQ CONTROL 
PROBLEM DUE TO 
LOW CYCLIC ,. 
LOADS OR H2O 
FEED CAPABILITY 
LOST 
• Control GLY 
EVAP IN TEMP vlv 
manually to main-
tain evop out temp 
betweenAo-55°F 
Continue 
servicing evap or 
activate sec loop 
with radiators 
bypassed per SSR-1 
Jl • GLY EVAP 
L------.t::ST~M' !NCR - INCR 









Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
(i) After the prim gly evap and 
0 This failure limits water boiling capacity, 
SM-2A~ 
Page ______ _ 
• 
It . 
• G L 'I &v A-P s -rt1. fJ ur o - MA ,J 
~ GL1 £v1tl s l/41_.L.IJu - 1/Jc,t_ (~r( ~) 
~ W ~ ;;l-D ~ -/rn ~ ?;f~ 
· ~ G 1-1 Fv1+--f s:7µ./-J,4u 7o - A-t.110 
s -t 'Y11 Pr-e_s s > i) ,,c) '1? s ( ... .;, u l,,-._ 
'.> IM~ ? 
• 
\ . \ 
SM2A- 03-SCl 04-(2) 
,so. S APOLLo oPERATIONs HANDBOOK 
SYMPTOM 
17 PRIM GLY EVAP 








• Gl Y EVAP STM 
AUTO - MAN 
• GLY EVAP STM 
INCR-~ 
for 58 sec 
18 • PRIM EVAP 
']() CONT -
OFF 
• Acifvote sec cool 
loop (with rod 
b 
If cecum qty > 100%, 
set RAO PRIM HTR -
off (ctr) before 
troubleshooting 
Gly disch press 
compatible with incl 




• GLY EVAP STM 
AUTO - MAN 
• GLY EVAPSTM 
INCR - INCR 
for 58sec--
Stm press incr? 
YES 
PRIM GLY 
EVAP OUT TEMP 
ind i ncr to :::. RAO 
PRIM OUT TEMP 
• GLY EVAP STM 
AUTO -.6!.!!Q 
• GLY EVAP IN 
TEMP - .8llIQ 
Gly disch press 
compatible with ind . 
gly accum qty? 
YES 




Cont evop stm press 
manually (not<0.12 
psi) to maintain gly 
evop out temp 
between 45-55 °F 
14- vlv - OPEN then CLOSE--NOTE, GLY RSVR L-----+1 TFJ";fv should be 
YES 




GLY EVAP TEMP 
CONTROLLER & 
GLY EVAP INLET 
TEMP VLV FAILURE 
9 • RAD PRIM 
HTR - off (ctr) 
• PRIM ACCUM 
Fill vlv - ON 
then OFF -
a rapidly crocked ) open and then closed ,. ""'of :;;~;"um qty ;nc, i,N.;.O;;.. _________ .,..._ _____ ___. 
A h YES 




Basic Date Change Date ________ _ 







Changing J52 and J53 may 
possibly correct the glycol 
evap control problem. 
Procedure for connector 
change 
• GLY EVAP H2O FLOW -
off (center) 
• GLY EVAP STM PRESS 
AUTO- MAN 
• GLY EVAPIN TEMP-
~ 
• Change J52 with J53 
• GLYEVAPH2OFLOW-
AUTO 
• GLYEVAP STM PRESS 
AUTO-eillIQ 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP-
AUTO 
An estimote of gly e vap out 
temp con be mode from stean 
press conversion and/ or suit 
temp -5° (unsuited); -10° 
(suited) . 
PRIM ACCUM QTY ind >65% 
may result in accum bellows 
sticking. If sticking occurs, 
cycle ECS prim glycol pumps. 
WHh GLY PUMPS - QEE, ... 
PRIM GLY DISCH P~ 
should be 1/4 cecum quantity . 
Localized boiling could hove 
been caused by a reduction in 
glycol flow due to failed 
radiator isolation val ve or a 
frozen radiator, or due to 
incorrect positioning of: 
GLY RSVR v lv (3) 
PRIM GLY TO RAD v lv 
SUIT HT EXCH PRIM 
GLY vlv 
Rodiotor restrictions con be 
determined by 4 to 6 psi drop 
;n PRIM GLY 0ISCH PRESS 
when the radiotors ore 
bypossed. 
SM-2A-1511F 










19 PRIM GLY ACCUM I • RAD PR IM 
QTY LOW OR L..--Al"""'ilHTR - off (c t,) 




< accu4 qty +32 psi 
Basic Date 
QEf (momentarily) 
Gly d isch press 
compatible with 
accum qty ind? 
YES 
4 Bypass Radiator 
• PRIM GLY TO 
RAD - SYP (pull) 
NOTE , 
Bypass operat ion 
>15 minutes con lead 
to rad freezing. 
cecum prim ind= 0? 
• PRIM ACCUM 
FILL v lv - ON 
unti I cecum qty 






PRIM GL Y AC CUM 
QTY LOW OR 
DECREASING 
FORM 299'7 - E New I 1• 67 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 





• RAD FLOW 
i:8Ws~r-
• RAD MAN SEL -
RAD I 
"""iilier 17 sec: 
• PRIM GLY TO 
RAD - NORM 
10 
• ECS RAD MAN 
SEL - RAD 2 
Accum prim qty 
deer? 
Gly disch press 
compatible for indi -








• PRIM ACCUM 
FILL vlv - ON 
untl I accumqty 
>30% then OFF 
D PRIM HTR -
RIM ACCUM 
ILL vlv - ON 
RIM GLY""Rl 
D - NORM 
~ 
Veri sensor 
• ECS GLY 
PUMPS - O FF 
• PRIM G LV-
ACCUM vlv -
close (CW} 
• PRIM ACCUM 
Fill vlv - ON 
















If the glycol leak is s low 
(~5%/hr) the leak source may 
be more rapidly detected by 
momentarily placing the gly 
cecum vlv off ofter each 
component is isolated . 
Wi th pump off, glycol disch 
press should equal 1/4 accum-
ulator quantity, 
Use gly disch press when 
pump off (momentarily) to 
estimate cecum qty ind, 
Radiator isolation valves toke 
17 sec to position. 
Holf of radiator heat rejection 
capobl llty lost. 
The secondary radiator wl II 
freeze un less secondary 
coolant loop activated. 
Use primary coolant loop in 
evaporative mode when 
required for G&N operat ion . 
Constraints are evaporator 
H20 consumption. 
Cycling the primary ECS 
glycol pump may free o stick-
ing accumulator bellows . 
With radiotors by- passed, 
pump d isch press is nom inal ly 
2 psi lower than with radiators 
operating . 
WHh G LY PUMPS - OFF, 
glycol discharge press should 
equal 1/4 accumulator quantity 
indication , 
Degraded glyco l pump may be 
verified by checking GLY 
PRIM COLDPLA TE flow rote 
wi th MSFN . 
SM-2A-1661E 
Page ______ _ 
t 
/, \ ,1 .. ,. 
\










< 0.1 PSI 
SM2A-03-SC 104-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HAr 
PROCEDURE 
NO 
~YE=S .. t-=Ei'CS.., -t SEC ECS RAD 
23 5 our TfMP HI 
NO 
TM 
.. Sa:. Qoo '-
E:. V - f2.L - · T' 
o W"'-rr. 
> l Mt._, 
~ R~vLC.E f:"""f> 
• Se: Ceo_ fi::V~P-
- eese,-. 
_, VIJ,._rr- \'5 "1.1t-J r-OL 
c..VP...f> ·o 
o 'Se:. CIOO'- Vf\P -
,;;. IP. P -f o I<. (, Sc,::.., 
~ g§Sf:;;" R-CI 
o~~ 
f2.Ef.>~T OC.. 2o• 
C>ct..t..~ , ,J 
(~c.>rcw; .Jt.. 
S:.OMt-1 ,..,,,, 
_ _JL _ _.::.:::.....::._~;;;;;::;;;-=:_=__,:::...__==-____ ---.--r--- --





PORM. 291'1'•£ Hev 11◄'1' 
> 4&•f 
7 Shutdown sec -
................. -, our TEMP LCNI 
2 • SEC COOL YES 3 Soc gly - out t,N_0-1.._.;.J 
EVAP - RSET lo, i,;.;;---1...,.,._-::!. Ina? 
58 sec lhenolf YES 
~ -
Stm press Iner? 
NO 
YES . 
14 Man ev~ cont 
Shutdown the sec 








Changing 157 with J58 may 
possibly correct the gly evap temp 
conholler probl-.n . 
Infer Mcondory gl ycol evoporotor 
outlet temperature from secondary 
glycol evaporator steam pressure 
indication . 
Procedure for changing J57 and J: ~~~~~:l EVAP- off (ctr) 
• Change connectors 











PORM 299'1•E Mtw 11◄1 
< 0.1 PSI >O.IS PSI 
15 Reservice Evap 
.. ---==---f~------i e SEC EVA!' H~ CONT-~ 
1 Sec Rod out 







7 Shutdown sec -• SEC COOL 
EVAP-.Bill lo, 
sa .. 11,.,Jif!. 
(c" 
Stm press inc:r? 
.' • SEC COOL 
EVAP-mf 
for 6 sec, then 
, RSET lo,-10,ec 









Procedure for cha,ging J57 and 
J58 COMectors: 
• SEC COOL LOOP EVAP -
off (ct,) 
• ChCJ'lge connectors 
• SEC COOL EVAP- EVAP 
Repetition of this step may be 
n.:::essory. 
O,anging J57 with JS8 may 
possibly correct the gly evop temp 
controller problem. 
Infer secondary glycol evaporator 
outlet temperature fTom secondary 
glycol eva~rotor steam pressure 
Indication. 
Procedure for chmiging J57 and 
JSB coMectori: 
• SEC COOL EVAP - off (ct,) 
• Change connectors --
• SEC COOL EVAP- EVAP 
SM-2A-1662'G 
Page ______ _ 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997-E New 11•67 
SEC GLY DISCH 
PRESS LOW 
If sec cecum qty 1---- ;::JOO% , shut 
RAD SEC HTR -
OFF before 
troubleshooting 
·• SEC COOL 
PUMP - off {ctr) 
(moment~ 





• SEC COOL 
PUMP- ACl or 
(AC2) (ff ,eqd) 
• RADSEC HTR -
~)(ff,eqd) 
o GLY TO RAD 
SEC vlv - NORM 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Deactivate htr 
• RAD SEC 
HTR - Q£f. 
Sec rod in temp 
deer? 
NO 
Sec htr check 
• Check total CSM 
current 
• RAD SEC HTR -
OFF 
• Check total CSM 
current 
Both htrs operating? 
NO 
SEC vlv -
• SU IT HT 
SEC GLY -
NOTE: Bypass oper-
ation >15 min con 
lead to rad freezing. 
~~bi Ii~~; qty 
NO 
3 
Sec gly evof 
out temp>50 . 5 F 
SEC GLY EVAP 
OUT TEMP HIGH 
Reactivate htr 
,I 
1-.,1,RA"'D•S!l!EIIIIC■HIIIITIIIR _-i NO 
on (up) 
Sec gly disch press 
<39 psi? 




suit ht exch isolated 
unless required, 
Check CO2 filters 
periodically for 
seizure. 
Monuo I ly cont 
ht, 
• Monitor RAD 
SEC OUT TEMP 
;nd 
• Above 48°F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
OFF 
• Be low 40°F, 
RAD SEC HTR -
on (up) 
4 
• Orient CSM 
for solar heating 
and/or incr elec 
loads 
3 
• RAD SEC 
HTR - on (up) 
Attempt reduction 
of sec qty by 
reducing sec gly 
loop temp. 
6 Monitor sec ECS 
gly system for other 






Change Date _________ _ 
REMARKS 
0 Heater operation con be con-
firmed by ammeter change 
during switch ing operation. 
A current will be: 
30 amp - both operating 
15 amp - one operating 
G Assumes secondary loop is in 
operation. Sensor is powered 
by cb ECS RAD CONT/ HTRS 
MNA (MDC-5), 
©Heater operation can be con-
firmed by ammeter change 
during switching operation. 
fl.current will be: 
30 amp - both operating 
15 amp - one operating 
@ Use SEC GLY EVAP OUT 
TEMP indicator with ECS 
RAD SEC IN TEMP indicator 
to estimate secondary radiator 
outlet temperature. 
0 No,mol ,onge 30 -~. SSl 
0 With glycol pump off, glycol 
discharge press should eq~ol 
1/4 accumulator quantity. 
@ This symptom is also valid 
when secondary glycol loop is 
not in operation. Accum qty 
~ disch press sensors 
powered by cb SEC COOL 
XDUCER (MDC-5), ._'-l~mol 
range is 30 -~. ~ '• 
@ With pump off, glycol dis-
charge pressure should equal 
1/4 gly cecum quantity . 
(2, Humidity control and suit loop 
cooling not available from 
secondary loop when suit ht 
exch is bypassed. A glycol 
leak will exist whenever the 
secondary suit ht exch is 
used and could result in 




Page ______ _ 
'Z7 
<39 psi or 
{ accu; qty +Jl) i:ss d~:~~~f bf;ess 




APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
SEC GLY ACCUM 
QTY DECREASING 
5 GLY DISCH SEC 
7 • RAD SEC 
HTR - QEE (i I gly 
pump.1P<20) 
• Reduce elec 
loads PRESS INST OR 



















FORM 2897-E New 11·61 
10 • PRESS RELF 
sel - OFF 
Deer stops? 
I o POT H2O 
~-=---.! HTR - redundant bus 
Water temp incr? 
NO 
Pot qty full? 
NO 
4 GAS IS 
HYDROGEN 
1 March 
1---~14'1 o PRESS RW 
se -~---
YES 2 Isolate pot tk 
• POT TK IN v lv -
.Q,Qg 
• HiQ QTY IND 
,w -£QI 
• Drow off l qt 
Hi<) (water gun) 
Pot qty deer 5%? 
YES 
1268 














Disch press and cecum qty 
sensor powered by cb ECS 
SEC COOL XDUCERS (2) 
(MDC-5). 
With gl ycol pump off, glycol 
discharge pressure should 
equal 1/4 accumulator 
quantity. 
Incoming fuel cell water 
w i 11 sti 11 poss through th is 
leak. 
This failure is not serious 
and will result in approxi-
mately equal quantities 
being maintained in potable 
and waste water tanks. 
Water evaporators can be 
used by periodically opening 
the waste tank inlet valve 
for approximately 2-3 minutes 
unti I the evaporator wicks 
ore .saturated. Water line 
leakage will occur during 
these periods. 
Q Monitor cabin humidity. 
Check for water in CM. 
System is usable. Quantity 
gaging capability is 
compromised. 
If suited, purge suit periodicall y . 
each fuel ce ll to possibly isolate 
fuel ce ll causing H2 gos 
entrainment. 
SM-2A-1663E 
Page -~5_-~9~3 __ 
'O 
<39 psi or 















APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
~~sd~:~P:~fbf;ess 
with indicated gly 
accumqty? 
NO 
5 GLY DISCH SEC 
PRESS INST OR 
ACCUM SEC QTY 
INST FAILURE 
1 • H20 QTY 
INDm-Y,'Aill 
Waste H20 qty 
zero? 
YES 
5 • PRESS RELF 
se - OFF 




lO • PRESS RELF 
rel - OFF 
Deer stops? 
13 LINE LEAKAGE 
i~tt:li~~gR 
FAILED 
Water temp incr? 
NO 
r 
SEC GLY ACCUM 
QTY DECREASING 
l--___ 14-1• PRESS Rf.ll 
se _ ....._, .. 
-- -
POT H20 HTR 
L------IFFAAILED OR 
DEGRADED 
YES Isa late pot tk 
I 
AC BUS 1 (2) 
VOLTAGE LOW 
7 • RAD SEC 
HTR - QEE (H gly 
pump .d P<20) 





1-..;...-.r-Pot qty full? 
• POT TK IN vlv -
.ililli 
Basic Date 
FORM 2997•£ New 11·61 
NO 
4 GAS IS 
HYDROGEN 
• HiQ QTY IND 
m-fQI 
• Draw off l qt 
H20 (water gun) 
Pot qty deer 5%? 
YES 





Disch press and cecum qty 
sensor powered by ch ECS 
SEC COOL XDUCERS (2) 
(MDC-5). 
With glycol pump off, glycol 
discharge pressure shou Id 
equal 1/4 accumulator 
quantity. 
Incoming fuel cell water 
will still pa~ through this 
leak. 
This failure is not serious 
and will result in approxi-
. ..,tely equal quantities 
.naintoined in potable 
1
,aste water tonks. 
oter evaporators con be 
lsed by periodically opening 
the waste tank inlet valve 
for approximately 2-3 minutes 
unti I the evaporator wicks 
ore saturated. Water line 
leakage wi 11 occur during 
these periods. 
Q Monitor cabin humidity. 
Check for water in CM. 
System is usable . Quantity 
gaging copobi lity is 
compromised. 
If suited, purge suit periodically. 
eoch fuel cell to possibly isolate 















FORM 299'7-E New 11•67 
9 Change UTS 
Recvr Assy 
SMZA-03-SCl 04-(2) 
APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
PROCEDURE 
Use other UTS YES 
Change Date ________ _ 
REMARKS 
If orientation to sun not 
,• feasible use auxi liory dump 
·· nozzle per para 4.7.4.7 
of N/ B Procedures 
Fecal storage vent 
tonks H2 and 
~ st , 
,Waste H20 ve 
con be verifie 
[
. :1::0:0·,.1 





VENT for 5 sec the 
CLOSE 
~ ? B"A-r'~Vf'NIVI~ \/EN 
g . Monitor battery moni-
fo Id pressure for decay 
or zero reading . If 
reading does not remain 
at or decoy to zero the 









0 Postlonding vent switch must be cycled to OFF and back to 
HIGH (LOW) anytime CM 
attitude exceeds 60° to reset 
the attitude control relay. 
0 Ventilation available only by opening either hatch. 
SM-2A-1667F ! 
Page ______ _ 
SM2A-03-SC104-(2) 





1---➔-r:~~rimS~~~l:::i~ ~Y..aE;,;;S __ _.i For simultaneous cool loop opero-·l-◄~.J-2~_:A:ac!!tiv!!a~t•._•~•::,c_::l ~----1 














FORM 299'7,.E New 11"6'1 
NO 
should be used , For loop bypass- • GLY TO RAO fil v lv -
ing rod: NORM (rod open) 
• PRIM/(S EC) G LY TO RAD O SEC COOL Pl.MP-
vlv - BYP ACl (o, AC2) 
• PRIM/(SEC) RAD HTR - o SEC GL YOISCH PRESS 
Qf£. ind - > 39 psi 
o PRIM EVAP H2O 
CONT-OFF 
o ECS RAD PRIM HTR -
all (err) 
o G1:VEv AP STM AUTO 
- MAN 
• GLYEVAl> STM INCR 
- lli.Ql for 58 sec 
o .GLY PUMPS - OFF 
4 If a return to 
prim operation is 
desired, proceed as 
follows: 
5 Deactivate sec loo 
Initiate manual o erotion 
• Orient steam ven t outlet to sun 
(-Y, -Z) 
• GLY EVAP STM AUTO - MAN 
o GLY EVAP STM INCR - ~ 
(58 sec) 
o GLY EVAP IN TEMP- MAN 
o RAD SEC HTR - OFF 
• SEC COOL EV AP--:-
RESET for 58 sec then 
off (ctr) 
• SEC COOL PUMP -
off (ctr) 
• SECEVAP H2O CONT-
OFF 
o GLY EVAP HiO FLOW--:-;;/i (ct,) 
GLY EVAP IN TEMP vlv -~ 
(to obtain prim evop out temp ~ 60°) 
GLY EVAP STM /NCR - DECR 
(b-7sec) --. 
o SEC COOL EVAP - all (err) 
• SEC COOL Pl.MP - ACl a, AC2 
• RAD SEC HTR - SEC- -
• RAD PRIM HTR -off (ctr) 
o PRIM GLY TO RAD - BYP (pull) 
o GLY EVAP H2O 
FLOW - ON 
I min - ofITctr) 
15min --




o RAD SEC HTR -~ 
(rod open) 
o SEC EVAP H2O CONT-
AUTO 
o -m:tOOL EVAP- EVAP 
o SEC G LY EVAP OU_T_ 
TEMP ;nd - 40-50.S"F 
o SUIT HT EXcITTtl:GLY -
~ (;l,eqd) 
Activate prim loop 
• ECS IND se l - PRIM 
o PRIM GLY TO RA!) -
NORM 
o GLY PUMPS - 1 ACl 
• PRIM GLY DISCHPRESS 
ind - >40 psi 
o RAD PRIM HTR - 1 
• GLY EVAP IN TEMP -
AUTO 
• PRIM EVAP H2O CONT-
AUTO 
o G1YEVAP STM AUTO -
AUTO 
• PR'iMGLY EVAP OUT 
Service evap 
YES 
6 Resume norm opr 
o GLY EVAP STM AUTO -
AUTO 
o GLY EVAP H2O FLOW -
AUTO 
o GLYEVAP IN TEMP -
AUTO 
o PRiM GLY TO RAD 
NORM 
o RAD PRIM HTR 
o RAD SEC HTR -
o SEC COOL PUMP:-
off (ctr) 





G&N, 0SE, ond Signol Condi-
tioners ore not co ldploted on 
secondory loop . Usage limits for 
this equipment ore as follows: 
G&N 17% duty cycle with max 
-- on t ime of I hr 55 min . 
DSE 66% duty cycle with max 
- ontimeof~ • 
scE 50~ ycle with mox 
- on time of 20 mi n. 
If one ponel of the primary radiator 
is lost, the seCondory rodiotor 
should be used, otherwise the 
secondary radiator will be lost due 
to freez ing. 
Operation of both coolant loops 
simultaneously may result in low 
rod out temp. To preclude rod 
freezing, terminate evap operation 
if possible . 
Primary glycol evapo rator temper-
ature inlet con be approximated 
by secondary radiator inlet 
temperature. 
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